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This Guide w,.itten t:te te language arts

program it otitlines lead our suient,s to accve the goals stated

in 'the "Statement of Purpose" on the following nage. It is based on

the assumption that to teach "languae arts" is to teach the.skills of

communication, to transmit something of our cultural heritage, and,

perhaps most important, to help the individual attaih personal growth

through exwl.nded intellectual, imaginative, and linguistic powers.

The Guide also assumes that the skills of communication are all

interrelated and--except for clarity in curriculum guides--should not

be separated. That is why, flr example, a program of "composing",

Nhich involves viewing, speaking, listening, acting out, and writing,

ipe..:rs in the Guide and why it is recommended that in the upper

-::"ides, as has always been the case in the lower, the same teacher

rk with a class for both language arts and reading or that, at

,:;ast, language arts and reading teachers have the opportunity to plan.

Le;;ether.

It has been said that planning a course in English should be

a soul-searching process. Writing this Guido has ;1.1st that. It

has involved dozens of people and hundrds of hours of work. And yet,

because "the language arts" are ss broad bccause no document can

ever describe all of what is actually impcening in classrooms, it is

still in a state of becoming. We hope that you will use it in that

and that when the time comes for its .next edition you will

give us your suggestions on how it can be further imp2oved.

3

John F. Sutton
Director of English
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STATZqENT OF PUR2002 THE LAAGU.-.0Y; AZ22S CURRICULUM

The Language Arts Curriculum of the Darien
School System is designed to help the individual
student to develop his unique capaciti.Js so that
he will find success and happiness in a rapidly
changiz world.

The curriculum seeks, first of till, to t:-)ach
the skills of communicationlistening, speaking,
reading, and writing - -in short, to make the student
literate and fluent, and to do so in such a way that
he learns to love the English language ane, has a
maximum opportunity to develop his originality,
creativity -, and imagination.

The curriculum also seeks to tu.ach the student
to think clearly, perceptively, and critically, and
to duvelop discriminating taste and sound judgment.

Pinally, the curriculum seeks to make the
student amre both of the world around him, loading.
him to .riaet sensitively and sympathetically to it,
and of his cultural heritage, emphasizing the demo
cratic idals of personal freedom and the dignity
and worth of the individual.

Armed, therefore, with the skills of communication,
the ability to think, and a mature set of values, the
student will be prepared to react intolli,-;ently to
change and to make a constructive contrilmtion to society.

4
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As indieatJd on the previous pn.je, the w2iters of this

Guide have been gre!vtly influanced by J%MOS Meffet's A STUDENT-

CENTERED LANGUAG3 ARTS CURRICULUM, GI:ADES K -13. All terIchers of

language arts should road this book. Here is a brief summary of

Moffettlo main ideas.

The concept of a student- centered curriculum is based on a

number of theories:

1) Children can learn more from each other than from a teacher.

2) The most affective learning activities exploit the experi-

ences, perceptions, and interests of students.

3) The students should be doing most of the work in school.

4) In the lanvago arts classroom, students should spend most
of their time using the Language:, not merely learning about
it.

5) For native spcak.J.rs of English, English is not a foreign
language and should not be taught as such.

The student-centered language arts curriculum features the

learners' own production of language. Through an emphasis on the

learners' active output and receiving of language, they learn es-

sentially by doing and by getting feedback on what they have done.

The students' own productions are the main textbooks in the course.

As students share their writing with each other, every writing

assignment becomes a reading assignment. The children are writing

their ova reading books.

The heart of the stu ent-centered curriculum is small-group

activity. In groups of between two and six, much peer interaction

can take place; talking and socialization arc encouraged. The

students teach each other. The teacherlfunction in the group
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process is "to c:?. -t: rtodels of t1lcin.7 to-..-t'le and helping

each other that pupils caa put Late ope-ion in small units".

. . "The teacher selects the trials -- the speaking, reading and

writing assignments -- and sets in motion classroom processes

that allow each student (1) to act verbally and (2) to receive

an enlightened reaction to what he has done."

The student-centered curriculum moots individual needs. It

fosters independence and initiative. It ten.ches children how to

work together, to listen to and to learn from each other. Lost

important, it actively involves studonts in producing and receiving

their language.
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THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SEItIES

The main text for the language arts program in Grades 3
through 6 is The Roberts English Series. Except for unusual
circumstances, all teachers of language arts in these grades will
use the Roberts text. They should, however, use it flexibly:
providing enrichment material for some students, simplifying and
adapting for others. At the teacher's discretion material (other
than syntax) may be omitted. No stigma is attached to not cover-
ing an entire book. Some comments on the books and suggestions
for using them follow.

1. Aims of the Series.
To improve children's writing by teaching in a thorough and
sequential way the main features of the writing system -- in
particular the sound and spelling relationship -- and the
nature of syntax

To help children to read more accurately and sensitively by
teaching the skills of close reading of literature

. Supplementary Materials.
fiYie IVECEOFes'EMTail of the text: very complete, very help-
ful; the blue pages at the beginning give a good overview
of the Series.

The workbook: teachers find that the supplementary exorcise:3
help many students.

The records: son:: schools have them; they are highly recom-
mended.

-Goneral_Suffgestions
The text makes use of the same modes of presentation unit
after unit. Lessons follow a predictable format. Teachers
are, therefore, encouraged to seek ways to build variety
into lessons from Roberts. Gimmicks, games, etc., can spark
students' interest. Slower students find some of the lit-
erature selections and the directions for some of the exer-
cises difficult. The teacher should be prepared to help.

Each text has ten "Test and Review" sections. These provide
a means of diagnosis for reteaching.

For "catching up" students new to The Roberts English Series.
the essentials of previous grades at the back of the texts
for Grades 4, 5, and 6 can help. The student whould not be
required to go through this section, but the teacher can
show him that it's then: and suggest that he refer to it if
he needs to. The blue vages at the front of the teacher's
edition of the workbook are nlso good for "catching up" and
review.

4. Syntax (Gpx.rfirg.
bince the syntax strand in Roberts is well-structured, with .

a logical progrensilm of eunnnpts and of introducing, ruvinipb-
ing, and reinforning 4110m, no additinnil (wgini7Pd grammar
program is provided In thin cuide.
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In teaching syntax it is important to keep to the sequence
in the text, since it hakes up a carefulyy worked out system.

It is important to use the grammatical terminology as it is
defined in the text. Any temptation to jump from fEF-TERT6
familiar terminology to old, traditional definitions should
be resisted.

Outlines of each grade's syntax program will be found at the
end of this section of the Guide.

5. Phonology.
Some teachers find this strand of the Roberts Series very
helpful for teaching sound-letter correspondences. Others
omit it because they feel that it conflicts with their spell-
ing and/or phonics programs. The individual teacher should
be guided by what others in his school are doing.

6. Literaturo.
Otudents like the literature selections. It is recomended
that the teacher read them aloud to the class, or use the
supplementary records. Stories a:1 poems which are split
into several parts in the text should be "put back together".
for the first reading. Later they may be studied in 9a-
sections as printed. Many of the selections work wen as
the basis for acting out, speaking, and writing exercises.
The librarian will be able to suggest ways of using and
supplementing them.

7. Vocabulary.
The Series has a strong vocabulary program which is based on
the literature selections. Some of it is challenging. Stu-
dents are encouraged to arrive at word meanings from contexts,
from analogies, and, ..beginning in Grade 4, through the use
of dictionaries. Each book contains lesoons on etymology.
Teachers who use them indicate that students enjoy them.

8. Composition.
The Roberts composition program is weak, especially the topics
for reports in Grades 5 and 6. Thus, the teacher should rely
on this Guide for composition and on such other materials as
SRA Writing Laborrttorins nr fi..nn-rtort s Oral. andyrittent _Compo
sition (Macmillan).



THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SERIES

SYNTAX

Gpde 3

T1i non-1;0110o: two main parts

Snbieets.
Kinds of structures
Agver\mont with forms of

varbs, with forms of
be

Moulin

hi subjects
With dc.I;orminers
Common and proper
Singular and plural

Personal pronouns
As subjects
Agreement with forms of

verbs, with forms of
be

5

Indefinite pronouns
As subjects
Agreement with forms of

verbs, with forms of
be

Predicates
Adjectives in

Verbs
Simple forms
s form
Agreement with subject

The word be
Agreement with subject

Adjoo ui yes: i.n prodievtes



Grade 4

The sentence: two main parts

Subjects
Agreement with forms of
verbs, with forms of
be

Noun Phrases
Kinds of structures
Functions

As subjects
As objects of verbs
As objects of prep

.ositions
As complements

Singular and plural
Possessive

Nouns
With determiners
Common and proper
Singlilar and plural

Personal pronouns
Punntions

As Subjects
As objects
As complements

Agreement with forms of
verbs, with forms of
be

Possessive

12

Indefinite pronouns
Agreement with forms of

verbs, with forms of
*kw

Possessive

Predicates
Kinds of structures

Verbs
Present and past tense
Agreement with subject

Adjectives: in predicates

Adverbials of place: in
predicates
Adverbs
Prepositional phrases

Prepositions

Transformations: posowlsivo



Grade 5

The sentence: two main parts

Subjects

Noun Phrases
Kinds of structures
Functions

As subjects
As objects of verbs
As complements
As objects of prep

ositions

Nowns
With determiners
Common and proper
Articles

Personal pronouns
Functions

As subjects and
complements

As objects of verbs
and proporiitions

Possessive
Reflexive

Indofinito rronouns

Predicates

Verbs

7

ing form (the morpheme
ing)

Tense: tense morphemes
(present and past)

Have and participles (the
participle morpheme)

Principal parts
Modals

The word be
Present, past, and ing

forms
Modals

Adjectives
Morphemes of comparison

. Adverbials of place and manner
Adverbs
Prepositional phrases

Morphemes

Prepositions

Transformations
:adjective
Possessive
Comparison
Negative

13.,
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Grade 6

The sentence
Structure and functions
Kinds of

complex
compound

Relative clause

Word classes

Noun Phrases
Structures
Functions

As subjects
As objects of verbs

and prepositions
As complements
Compound

Nouns
Kinds of determiners and

articles
Proper
Kinds of common nouns
Singular and plural
Morphemes

Personal pronouns
Possessive

Relative pronouns

Verb phrases
Structures
Function as compound

verb phrage in prndioate

14

Tense of verb (or be)
Morphemes

Expansions
Have + participle
Be + ing

Modals

Adjectives
er morpheme
Compound

Adverbials of place, manner,
time

Adverbs and propositional
phrases

Compound

Prepositions

Conjunctions

Morphemes

Transformations

Negative

Questions
Yes/no
Where
When
What or who /whorl

Recursive
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COMPOSING: Introduction

By ordering language, humans order experience. and symbolize

in an effort to understand their world. Composing involves the

ordering of language through talking, writing, and. acting. Pre-

paration for composing includes listening and viewing. The value

in composing is both social and personal. It helps an individual

to shape his thoughts and to learn to influence others.

Because in life the elements of composing are intertwined,

in any program designed to teach composing they should be inter-

related in as natural and stimulating a manner as possible. How-

ever, because all these forms have varied purposes and varied

degrees of complexity, we need to handle each in its own way,

making demands appropriate to its purpose. Probably ilone of these

forms of communication will be mastered. by the and of the elemen-

tary grades, but students will become aware of the various forms and

outlets open to them.

15
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NOTES ON OBJECTIVES

The headings of the lists of objectives on the following pages

("AttitUddoe "Understandings," "Skills," and "Habits") have been

adopted from Lazarus and Knudsen's SELECTED OBJECTIVES FOR THE

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (see Aclmowledgments, p. iv).

Since children are individuals, objectives which apply to all

children at a given time are not appropriate. The objectives in-

this Guidn, therefore, have not been tied to specific grade levels.

It is hoped that this will encourage teachers to individualize

instruction so that eanh child rakes nonLinnmis progress.
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LISTENING AND VIEWING: OBJECTIVES,%GRADES K-6

Attitudes

To enjoy listening and viewing

To value listening receptively and viewing critically as
important ways of learning

To appreciate the ranges of sound of the spoken word and to be
aware of and tolerant of speech patterns different from
one's own

To approniate the kinds of insights conveyed by pictures
(TV, movies, works of art)

Understandings

To understand that there are many kinds of listening and view-
ing -- for pleasure, for relaxation, for learning, for
crlUinal evaluation

To know why one is listening or viewing and thus to actively
participate

Tu rpcngnize when someone is speaking clearly and with interesting
intonation

To begin to judge whether a film or television program is dramatic
and effectiely organized

Skills

To be able to follow oral and written directions

To be able to discriminate the different phonemes of our language,
the common syllable forms, and rhyming words

To be able to listen to a story or short factual passage and retell
the story

To listen or view disnriminatingly so one cin rospond anal lnooLion
intnllignntly

To listen to and enjoy readings of poonn and plays

To view pictorial rintorinlr. nnd +n bn elts.,,sPr f11-0 r.q.$111: on
culiont
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Habits

To grow in the ability to follow oral and written directions

To grow in the ability to discriminate phonemes, syllables,
and rhyming words

To be a respectful listener or viewer, being courteous and
attentive

To concentrate by paying attention and stoning out distractions

To listen or view with a sense of purpose and to draw from
the experience whatever is valuable

To grow in onet.s ability to enjoy visual media and oral literature

To make frequent use of the library as a 'source of materials for
listening and viewing
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Listening and Viewing, Grades K-3

People listen and view primarily for one of two reasons- -

to get information or to enjoy something. It is sometimes difficult

to draw the line between listening and viewing for pleasure and

for information. In either case, if one listens or views attentive-

ly, he will be learning. listening or viewing receptively is of

utmost importance. If one wants to hear what is being said, or

sec what is being presented, he will listen and view accurately

and evaluate fairly. (Free choice and independent study in the

library can result in listening and viewing for pleasure and for

information.)

I. Listening and viewing for pleasure_ Children listen for pleasure

. nAny ways: stories told or read to them, records or tapes of

songs or poems, dramatizations, films, filmstrips, television

programs. These activities usually come easily because children

like to be entertained. However, the good listener and viewer,

even for pleasure, listens and views for a purpose, for example,

to be able to reply to what is being s;aid.or shown and to decide

whether he likes it or not.

II. Listening and viewing for information. Listening and viewing

for information take z-ri important part of the school day in the

early years. They are skills that need to bo taught and prac-

ticed. The chief factor is interest and curiosity. It needs

guidance so a child knows what he is listening for or why he is

viewing something. fl.t first, the teacher should direct the

childls attention to one thing, gradually building up the

nmber and complexity as the child succeeds with the previous

19
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tasks.

A child's ability to discriminate between fact and fancy,

truth and non-truth, relevancy and irrelevancy, and just what

he likes and does not like are important aspects of the skills

to be developed in this area.

A core part of Listening is a child's need to hear a

variety of sounds. A thorough phonics program which teaches

discrimination of the sounds of language and their correspon-

dence to letters is an essential skill for reading and spell-

ing. Children should also gain experience in listening for

word aualities--for the rhyme and rhythm of phrases and poetic

lines, and for qualities of voice. As this skill grows, chlldrorr

will begin to read expressively, to listen to natural intonation

of voice and to imitate it in oral reading. The tape recorder

is an aid for helping children listen to themselves and to each

other. They should be given opportunities in the classroom and

the library to read and talk into the recorder, then replay.

In this way they can readily recognize their weaknesses.
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Activities for Listening, Grades K-3

1. Show filmstrip with record on given day. Show just filmstrip
on second day. Have children narrate. (The librarian can
do this or assist the teacher.)

2. a) Tell a story with silly phrases inserted. Children clap
when they hear something which doesn't belong. Do this with
words which begin with the same sound. b) Give a list of
words that begin alike. Insert a word that begins with a
different sound. Children clap hands when they hear the word
that begins with a different sound.

3. Use Hay Wingo manual for many active listening gapes involving
physical activities, such as standing, stooping, clapping, etc.

4. a) Play a taped story (see library) and then have the children
do any of the following: answer co:aprehension questions,
rill in blanks, illustrate it, finish it, etc. b) Tape a
series of sounds. Have chililPen identify sounds. Listen
agin and put .into sequence.

Read a poem (se,:, librarian for suggestions) and then ask
questions about it. Read it .gain - -leave out last word of
line and have children supply it.

6. S.R.A. Listening Program, Grades 1-6. The teacher reads
listening selections and students answer comprehension
questions in their books. This tests students' ability to
sift, understand, and retain what they hear.

7. Have children sit quietly and listen to sounds around them.
Then have these sounds written down and discussed.

8. Give oral directions for an action. One direction first,
then build up to two, three, four actions. Children listen
to the complete set of directions and then do the series of
actions.

5.

9. Listen to records, like "Peter and the Wolf", where the story
is conveyed by sound.

10. Read a story; then play a record which corresponds to the
action of the story and have the children dramatize.

11. Listening Games - Grade Teacher Publication. The book con-
tains active listening games suitable for classroom or small
group activity (grades K-6).

12. Teacher taps pencil. Children listen and record or tell
number of taps.

13. "Simon Says" or "Do This, Do That" are excellent games for
teaching following directions.

21
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14. Read a story with much repetition. As the children become
familiar with the story, they recite the repetitious passages.

15. Games for Listening

Game 1. When pupils are seated, ask them to put their
heads down, close their eyes, and just listen to the sounds

they will hear. Take a piece of chalk and draw one large
circle on the chalkboard, slaNly and deliberately. Then ask
the children, "What did I draw on the board?" If one or two
children dont guess the right answer, draw another circle.
Keep drawing the sdme form until someone guesses correctly.
Draw triangles, rectangles, sun or rain. To train pupils
to think before they answer, always emphasize what has been
already drawn and guessed. When the children have learned
this chalk-listening game, give them the chance to draw forms
on the board while others in the room do the guessing.

Game 2. Have the children bring their chairs to some appro-
priate place where they can form a seLli-eircle. after the
childrea are settled, sit in a chair behind .a screen (a big

sheet of corrugated cardboard will serve the purpose) armed
with a supply of such simple objects as a pin, a paper clip,

rubber ball, palcil, blown-up paper bag, tin pan, castanets,
rattle, musical triangle, toy dial telephone, wind-up toy,

pebble. Tell the ehildrito close their eyes, (even though
you are using a screen, the children will respond better with
their eyes closed). Then drop one of the articies--the
perhaps, :on the floor. Ask, "What did you hear?" Again, you
may have to repeat the performance a few times before pupils
guess the right answer. Later, they can take turns going
behind the screen to drop or manipulate an item for the
listeners to guess about.

Game 3. Before you play this listening-looking gauc, it's a
good idea to read animal stories and poems to the children

.(see librarian). Next have pupils sit in a semi-circle with
their eyes closed. Cho,;se a child to go behind the screen
and imitate the sound of an animal. The listen.qrs. must
identify not only the animal sound but the child who is doing
the :imitating. As you add more animal sounds, you can birLhor
stimulate the children's interest by tape-recording their
imitations.

Game 4. Spread out pictures of typieai zoo animals behind
the screen. Say to the children, "I'm thinking of an animal
that has a very long neck. Who can find the animal?" Select,

a child to come behind the screen and pick out the animttl.
When he shows the picture to the he will be able to
tell from their reaction whether or not he has picked the

right one. In the next stage of the game, pupils take turns
describing dirrcrwnt animals ("I'm thinking of a very big
gray animal, with a Jong trunk"), and gunssiug enutinuos.

(Or,
(4,r14
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Game 5. By using a variation of the preceding game, you cm
teach letter sounds. Spread out letters behind the screen,
sound one out, and then choose a child to come behind the
screen and try to pick the correct letter. If he succeeds,
have him show the letter to the class and ask them to name,
it and give its sound. This phonetic exercise encourages
proper pronunciation and oral expression.

Activities for Viewin, K-3

1. Project a picture for a period of time. Shut it off and
have the children recall the details.

2. Teacher stands at back of room at end of day. Children
write about what the teacher wore that day.

3. Show an action picture. Children toll what may have
happened before and what may happen after.

4. Show a try of objects. Take tray away and children
must recall as many items as they can.

5. Mix up pictures of a classic story (c. g. Little Rod
Riding Hood) and have children rearrange them in order.
Do this later with an unfamiliar story.

6. Show picture of something silly, left out, or out of
order. Children must recognize error.

7. Make a mistake in your written directions and see if the
children discover it.

8. Change something in the room and see if anyone notices.

9. Project objects on overhead (tack, paper clip, etb.)
and see if the children can recognize the shapes.

10. Give children q puzzle of U. S.. Pull down a map. Have
children put puzzle together by comparing shapes on map
and puzzle.
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Listeninn. and Viewino; Grades 4-6

In the intermediate grades, listening and viewing skills

which have been first learned in earlier grades whould be

strengthened and made more habitual.

Listening and viewing for pleasure or for information should

involve critical thinking. As students mature, they develop the

ability to listen and view more critically. This ability is

*based un experience, a wide background of information, nnd nbi111:),

peeprigandato oval:Lir:to and organize ideas. A unit on advertising

can be used effectively to teach critical thinking. (Note the

resource material included with the activities at the end of this

rnk; I, t !VI )

T. Listening and viewing forpleasurc. rhildren in the

intermediate grades should be exposed to a variety of

media through which skills taught in the primary grades

can be exonded. The school library is the natural scurcu

of such media (books, records, topes, fin strips).

Moreover, specific periods of time should continue to

be set asic:e for the enjoyment of literature, music, art,

drama, and films.

TT.Ligterdng and viewing for infprmrttion. Becnuno of his

constant exposure to the flood of inr,a.mnlAen now avnil-

,able, each individual must learn to develop hi o povwv

to listen and view discriminatingly. In order to foster

this form of listening and viewing, the tenchor should

always prepare the children for what they are about to

see and hear in a given listening or viewing situation.

They should be asked to locate specific. inform-,tion.

Discussion should b; an immidirlto follewup.
24
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Activities for Listening and Viewing, Grades 4-6

1. "Unexpected" Happening
Prepare in advance an event to occur in class, something
..that will attract attention but which is not expecting,.
Immudiately afterwards have class members report, on paper,
exactly what each saw. Then compare notes and discuss dis-
crepancies.

2. Use linear drawings for overhead projecturals. What do you
see? Give a limited time for view. List what is there and
organize..and relate.

3, How'many dieferent ideas can students got by glancing over
the front page of a newspaper for one or two minutes? At end
of time, fold papers and list orally or in writing number
of ideas obtained.

4. Use a group of mixed and varied objects to be placed on over-
head projector. From silhouettes, identify as many"objects
as possible. Consider evidence of shape and size.

5. Use of colored slides: To select and organtze detail, develop .

di scrimination.

6. Surprise package. Shake, listen. Does what is in the
package stick, slide easily, etc? List qualities. What is
it? Make judgments.

7. The Echo Game
A. Start a discussion on subject of special interest to cr:'111

(e. g. hobbies, dating, news events, pots, outings, sports,
popular activity 9f moment)

B. Once in progress, interrupt and announce the following rules:
1) From this point, before anyone speaks, he must first

repeat what the previous speaker has said.
2) What he repeats must satisfy the previous speaker.

0. Resume discussion.
D. Afterwards, discuss briefly how the echoing. rules affect-

ed individuals. (We tend to be poor listeners often be-
cause we are too busy thinking about what we want to say
next and do not listen to what others aro acturlly saying.)

3. Variations on Len° Game
During show-nod -tell sessions, tell what preceding chil
has said before giving own talk.

B. In reading aloud, reader sumnavir,os whit preeeding reader
has read.

9. Fishbowl Activities
A. Inner and outer circle
B.'' Inner group discusses topic and outer group ob:mrves how

discussion is going.
O. Observers divide into sub-groups, watch for who takes
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initiative, who talks to whom, whose ideas are most
influential, who seems to have hidden motives for speaking
or acting as he does.

D. Observers report. Inner and Outer discuss observations.
Reverse groups.

10. Listen to a musical phrase an:I repent it.

11. Use a tape with pictures or slides one time. Following day
show pictures without tape. Have students recall what has
been hearil on previous day for each picture.

12. Poetry appreciation. Read and recite and interpret dramatic-
ally . Listen for enjoyment. Listen for interpretation.
(The librarian can do this ar assist the teacher by sugosting
appropriate poems.

13. I Was There
A. Divide class into three groups.
B. Each pupil heads paper with sentence "I was there".
C. Read excerpt rich in sources of sensory images (e. g. "The

Legend of Sleepy Hollow")
D. As excerpt is road, pupils in group 1 list what they '!sec ",

group 2 what they "hear", group 3 what they "taste" and
"smell".

E. Extract as complete a list as possible from the combined
efforts of tho group as they report orally, supplementing
items from own list that have been overlooked, or reread
for.further concentrated listening.

14. Guess what?
Describe a place, a person, or an object studied in social
studies or literature. Let others guess what is being de-
scribed.

15. Test of Listening Ability
The teacher reads every instruction once only, pausing briefly
for students to follow it.

Write "yes" no matter what letter your name begins with.
Of the words "school" and "box", write the shorter word.
Write "no" even if you think cows are larger than dogs.
Write the numbers 2,7,9,8,5 and circle the largest.
If you circled 7, make a square; if not, lake a cross.
If birds fly, complete this sentence incorrectly:

Hens lay
If 3 x 2 = 8, make a circle, if not make two clots.
Give the wrong answer to this question; "Are you in the
United States?"
If Washington was not the first President of the United
States, write the shorter of the words "red" and "green";
if he was, sign your name.
If your dress or trousers are blue, don't draw a face on
your paper. If they are blue, draw nothing.
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16. Have children try to put together a list of skills for
being a good listener. Perhaps they can come up with some-
thing similar to this:
1. Be physically alert.
2. Bo mentally alert.
3. Maintain an open mental attitude.
4. Do not be distracted by the speaker.
5. Listen with your mind, nyt your emotions.
6. Raise questions to yourself about what the speaker says.

RESOURCE MATERIAL FOR ADVERTISING PROPAGAND1

In order to guide children to discriminate evaluation of
advertising and propaganda, an awareness of the characteristic
methods employed to sway thinking must Le introduced anA
These methods are:

Glittering Generalities -- Expressions that appeal vaguel:: tc. such
virtues as love, generosity, brotherhood, freedom, honor, or
loyalty. A speaker ties these up with his cause, and an unthink-
ing listener accents the "virtues" without examining the rightness
of th cause.

Bandwagon Thinking -- "Everybody-1s doing it and therefore so should
you." It is a device to make you follow the crowd --without
thinking.

110gons -- Issues are generalized with some catchy expression
that pleases the ear and hides the facts. "Our bread tastes
better." Better than what? Don't swallow slogans; do your own
thinking.

The Pull of the Crowd -- A sort of mass hypnosis occurs and fool-
ing overcomes common sense. This can happen at athletic gnmc:s,
mass demonstrations, religious revivals. Mounting emotional
tensions create a climate where normal thought processes are su-
presse(1, and one goes unthinkingly along with the crowd.

Cardstacking -- Choosing the facts that support your position and
ignoring those that contradict it.

Anneal to Authority -- "A vegetarian diet is better than a meat
diet. Bernard Shaw was a vegetarian." Sometimes used to cover
weak evidence.

Transfer -- We seek to secure good or bad responses through
association with someone well known as a symbol. "Jack will make
a good class prrtsiilent; his nUler is prosidimt of no Cboninal
Company and Jack went thp Worlalp.
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TALKING UP: OBJECTIVES, GRADES K-6

:2ttitudes

To enjoy speaking

lo believe that everyone's speaking can be improved and to learn
to respect the rights of others to speak

To appreciate articulate speaking and work toward this end

To respect one's audience, trying to interest or entertain,
instruct or persuade

To regard speaking with others as a means of developing greater
understanding, whether of a problem or of someone else's
feelings

To enjoy mime and improvisation as a way of "trying on" roles
and identifying with a character

Understandings

To understand that speaking is enjoyable and provides a means of
communication

To understand that speaking can be improved and to observe
courteous speaking habits

To develop the understanding that articulate speech is a desired
goal

To understand that the chief characteristics of effective speech
begin with thought, are social and purposeful, and require
an appropriate attitude toward one's listeners

To understand that role playing is a way of feeling the emotions
of a character

Skills

To develop a pleasant, flexible, and clear voice and to carry
on intelligent and courteous discussions and conversations

To be able to read orally with intelligent intevproLation and
expression

To develop the ability to ask pertinent questions as well as to
answer them

To be able to explain clearly and utilize such social skills aE.
introducing people to each other, telephoning, and giving
simple directions
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To develop the ability to participate c:nstructively in dis-
cussion, actirg as the leader, the summarizer, the originator
the skeptic; as opposed to the monopolizer, the critic, thc
digressor

To gain experience in making up and telling stories to the gi.ous
and in improvising dramatically

Habits

To speak clearly -- to enunciate and speak up

To read orally with good expression and fluency

To take an active, cooperative part in discussions

To grow in the ability to lead and to take part in a discussion

To develop in the ability to originate, tell stories, and to im-
provise dramatically

To grow in the social skills used in daily living

M9
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Talking Up, Grades K-3

Children come to school with languae 'patterns largely formed

and with a great love of chatter. Oral activities are so centr:_

in the early grades that every teacher concerns herself with tho:r.

in some uay. There is no need for a detailed program in this aroa.

Included here are some notes and guidelines so that the individual

teacher can judge the balance of activities in her classroom. Tho

objectives firs the elementary grades suggest the ultimate goals.

The classroom should be a place where children are free to talk,

play, discuss -- do, do, .b -- rather than sit in silence whilo

the teacher expounds.

I. Free Talk. Children should have the opoortunity to chat: with

others, mutter while working, and come up t toll the to

somethinr. Young children chatter as an extension of th2ir

work and play, and it is a mistake to curtail this chatter

when they enter the classroom. Instead, it should gradually

be channeled and disciplined so that others can work, too.

II. Purposeful Talk. By school age, children are ready to nractiee

using talk for specific purposes. There aro a variety of -xly

of fostering group talk in the early years. The class :ny

be divided into small groups for the purpose of 1) reading

together in pairs or small groups, 2) doing a work assignment,

3) talking about a book, 4) sharing original stories for ideas

or proofreading, 5) developing science experiments, 6) dio

cussing social studies projects, 7) constructing art projects,

planning and acting out dramatizations. A flexible room

arrangement, such as nutting desks together in a group of



or using the tables so common in kindergarwn and fi:.L,t

can contribute to the develolment of group talk.

A. Asking Questions. This activity is of two kinds:

within a small group to clarify 1.7direct a anl

nskin:.; questionF of n teacher, 7.nother

student wno has just given out infcrraation but was unele.tr

on s:-,tle Children need to learn when to ask questi-:Is

and how to aok effective ones. The teacher can provido

practice in natural ways, for example folluwing show-and-tcli.

with questions to the speaker.

B. Giving directions. This still can be developed in small group

work. It also needs to be developed as and --

directions on how to get a place, or directions about 1 w

to accomplish something, as in builain a structure or

a gnmi,. Direction-giving can be .made into a gr=c, such

"Simon Says".

C. Offering an opinicn..In the primary grades, z.ninions will

brief an:' subjective. Children can begin to back up

opimipns with reasons, such as when they are reacting to

book or film, and to recognize that opinions will differ.

They can begin to respect the opiniens of others.

D. Discussion. In purposeful talk and in the more specific tild

complex activity of discussion, it is necessary that ehil(1-

ren practice anJ practice. It is important that ornnined

small group work begin at this age level. The following

quotation from James Moffett should clarify this point of

view:

Although class-wide talk is often helpful or necosor7.
it cannot teach discussion; it can only benefit fro:::
discussions having been learned some other way. So Pa-
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as I can tell, the 'Drily way is pupil -to -pupil talk in
snail groups of no :sore than six. The sheer size of'class discussion' precludes a high enough degree of
attention, participation, and interaction --essentialqualities of discussion. The teacher has to talk too
much to maintain continuity, and invariably does talktoo :such. He resorts to prompting by questions, andexcept for occasional solos by a loquacious few thechildren play the very restricted role of answeringthese questions. As vocal exchange, such a process isseverely Limited. The heart of discussing is expatiation.
picking up ideas and developing the:4 corroborating,
qualifying, and challenc:in:;; buiLling on and varying oneh' -' =oi t s sentences, stateLlonts 71-2 images. Questiqnin;is very irroort:%nt part, but only a part, an::
'arise out of exchanges 72-aong stulents them:Delves,they learn t., pose as well as to answ2.r quostions. Furhi!,: part, the teaciwr should boy relieved fro:2 the exhaust-

semi-hysterical business ,:f (page )
Extended sharing. The following are opportunities for the
child to ilonAuo -- and to dove lip the c.:Alra,;e,
:Ind sense Jf auioneo that such s :;lo porf.:)rmances require.

Show and Tell. Toi.rthors vary this type of activity in
1:ra.n:,:r ways. Vin:ti-,!ver the variation, the experience O.T.

brining in an ibject anCi expatiating about it i3 valuable
in developing body control, ability to ,Ilaborato on a tonic
one Iziews, and a sense of -tudince. grow into
just "Tell Time".13y the middle of first grade nany ohi 1 d ron
outgrow the need for having an object as a supPortive
rao7sure.

F. Story_rl911iLig. This may take he of a childts re-
telling a f7i.mi liar story, sumnarizin,: what ho has hoard nr
read, or up an original story. Such t.,-1 1 i nr; an
(-47xo2 1 1.ont, ror
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C. Reciti :,.. and ,scadin-, Rea :ink; aloud is a major

cart of the reading group, but it can be extended to

other experiences: helping a teacher read a story to

the 01:.3s, reading a poem, reacling an original story to

others, reading into a tapc recorder, readin.i,: to childr

in lower grades. Some time may profitably so,-Int on

the reciting of poetry or chorql reading.
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Talkin,:: Up, Grades 4-4

In the upper elementary grades much of the Drat communication

will be carried on in the various subject areas. There will be,

however, some direct teaching cf speaking skills and development

Jf understandings which should be applicable to all 3f the subject

arrls. Following are SX:10, suggested activities, more cpmplex

ext.msions Df activities begun in earlier gradt:s.

T. Purposeful talk

A. Givint, and followin~ complex directiens. Puzzles enn be

aurchased or constructc;l which challone one's ability

to direct anDther nersen. The "Fractures T Puzzle"

(obtainable froLl "Advanced Seminars", 1725 Beverly Blvd. ,

Lis Angeles, CalifDriti..a)consists f a "T" made of five

plastic pieces cf different colors. The object is f_,r

one student with a completed "T" be ore him to direct

a second student in putting together the five p)..ecos

scattered about in front of him. The two students are

separated by a simple partition, so they cannot see each

other, and must rely only on talking. Other tasks in

directiongiving aan be of a real problem or project.

One student can be asked to instruct others in how to

set up an experiment, make some object, or got to a

particIllnr In ).11 such tasks, the elnss shonia

eons:titer how .tr) ,01:; ...1'1'0,41vo 1 y rtna Miu

pr(Jr!i ry v Li !In 1.rni,r, ruid

etc.

34
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B. Scribe. When small groups working together on a

project or debate need to report back to the whole

class, one member will take the responsibility of

reoorting,

C. Opinion. During writing workshops much of the writing

will be shared with others in a small group. The,

writer will read his product and others will be ex-

pected to serve as constructive critics, praising

what is noteworthy, offering suggestions, or asking

questions about vague parts. Students will need help

in becoming good critics. The teacher should monitor

group sessions to help critics become more effective.

TT. Discussion. Sm.111 group discussions will continue to function

in a variety of situations at this level. Much of the dis-

cussion will be student-direted, but occasionally it will

be structured and monitored by th3 teacher.

A. Unstructured discussion. Students will often work

together to plan projects and talk over ideas. By

this age, they should be able to work jointly and to

learn from each other. In language arts, they will

continue small-group sharing of papers as part of the

writing workshop. They might also begin to work on

such tasks as understanding an unfamiliar poem or pre-

paring a group dramatic reading.

B. Structured discussion. A structured discussion is a

formal discussion of a question by a group and a

leader following specific rules.
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1. Class discussions may be useful at certain times, but

small group discussions are preferable because they

are informal and give everyone a chance to participate.

2. Small group discussion tochnioues can be learned and

can become effective if certain rules aro observe

The leader must 1) direct strategy, 2) keep the group

relevant, 3) see that the suLimary is achieved.

group discussions could follow this procedure:

a. Underdtand. Everyone thinks about the meaning of

the question before the group tries to answer it.

b. Contribute. Everyone tries to answer the question.

c. Liston. Everyone tries to understand what is said

so that he can respond.

d. Be relevant. Everyone keeps to the point.

e. Si u up..Everyone tries to state the main point of

the discussion.

III. Extended sharing. By n..)w students should be accustomed to

performing before a group. All students should be given

the opportunity to speak before a variety of rludiences:

announaments to other classes, speaking at assemblies,

reporting to another group on some topic, reading aloud

to or working with younger children. To hold class interost

the teacher should delegate only a few individuals at a

time to take on a speaking project.

A. Monologuin. This can be carried on through having a

student 1)i ad original compor.itionr to the group, 2)

take over for the teacher in reading to the class, 3)

talk about p. book by sharing parts of it with others,

Suall

:36
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4) explain something one h-_.s made or grown, 5) tell

original stories, 6.) tell about something which

moves or works in a funny or interesting manner, 7)

expl.lin something that muans a lot to him and tell

why.

B. Reporting. Students at this grade: level are now ready

to give longer .?eports of many types. They can begin

to use prompting notes occasionally, learning to writ2

notes that are brief and legible. Students should

begin to act as critical listeners by taking the re

sponsibility --instead of leaving it to the teacher- -

of evaluating each other's talks.

C. Interviewing. Through the process of interviewing,

children learn accurate reporting and many other skills.

Subjects for interviews: 1) imaginary historical

characters, 2) a group of witnesses to an historical

event, 3) characters from literature, 4) class members,

5) adults.

D. Tapes. Students should have many opportunities to

practice speaking or reading with a tape recorder.

This is a fine way to practice for giving a talk.

It could be done during a workshop time in place of

writing for that day. Children learn a great deal

about how they sound --and how they can improve--

simply by listrning to their own voices.

E. Choral reading. Through choral reading a child learns

to appreciate the sound of lrInguago and can develop

certain desirable elements of personality. The timid

7
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child is given the opportunity to lose himself in the

group and experience a feeling of enjoyment in par-

ticipation. The aggressive child learns to act with-

in the group and thus to cooperate. Choral readings

may be tape recorded so that the children can learn

to avoid sing-song. By having some students acting

out the words as the group recites them, dramatics

can be combi:.:d with choral reading.

Talking Up Activities. Grades 4-6

1. vu.,,chillnry booster
On board o. overhead projector list a number of words, per-
haps 20, that are appropriate for the class but also chal-
lenging to students. Divide students into two or more teams.
They take turns using each word orally in a sentence, re-
ceiving one point for each correct sentence. Team with mcct
points wins.

2. What are you reading?
Students try to "whet the appetite" of class for books by
telling a brief interesting episode from a book they are
reading. (The librarian can demonstrate how to give such
a talk.)

3. A round table discussion is another way to share books.

4. Dramatic improvisation of books, stories, myths, historical
events, individual experiences in society (personal ex-
periences).

5. Role Playing -- "You _Ire There"

6. Panel discus ions and formal debates (see p. 35)

7. Prepared speeches
a) Introductions
b) Campaign speeches
c) Demonstration ("how to") speeches

8. Stories
a Humorous anecdotes
b Horror tales
c Adventure stories

9. Question-Answer Game
a) Students ask each other questions
b) Students must answor w5 th. complete sentences
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10. Radio-TV Script
Encoura6.e students to write radio scripts and to produce the m
on the tape recorder. The approach could be documentary and
permit interdisciplinary work. Advanced pupils will especially
enjoy carrying out this activity on their own. The activity
could be expanded into a "live TV" production.

II. Spontaneous Talks
Make list of 6 or .10 topics chosen by class on board. Let
students talk on them after four or five minutes of prepar-
ation.

12. Students write stories, then go to a lower grade to dramtize
their own stories.

13. TT!t.! of puppnts rirrty.in+.i 70-% ft story, roc:71, ny-nt, r-xpc.r i onco
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DEBATING

1. The subject of the debate is called the PROPOSITION. It is

stated briefly, clearly, and affirmatively. For example,

Resolved: Students should be allowed to buy candy and soda

in the school lunch room.

2. There are two teams in a debate. The AFFIRMATIVE team suppori.z

the proposition. The NEGATIVE tea:: attacks it. A team

usually has two members.

3. The speeches in a classic debate follow a definite order:

1. First affirmative constructive
2. First negative constructive
3. Second affirmative constructive
4. Second negative constructive
5. First negative rebuttal
6. First affirmative rebuttal
7. Second negative rebuttal
8. Second affirmative rebuttal

In the constructive speeches, each team presents its arguments

for its side of the proposition. In the rebuttal speeches,

each side attacks the other side's ,rguments and defends its

own. This order may be modified. For example, the rebuttal

speeches may be reduced to two.

4. The debate has a chairman, who introduces the topic and the

members of the two teams to the audience. There may also be

a timekeeper to insure that the speakers do not speak too long.

5. A debate normally has judges, who determine which side wins

the debate. A special group of students might be appointed,

(iv the members of the class who are not debating might serve.

In any case, the judges decide the winner on the basis of

which side debated best, not on the basis of the side of the

proposition they happen to agree with.

40
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ACTING OUT: OBJECTIVES, GRADES K-6

Attitudes

To enjoy acting out ideas, incidents, feelings, and situations
drawn from personal experiences, one's fantasies, or from
literature

To appreciate that dramatizing can be done without elaborate
sets and a formal audience

To value dramatizing as a way of trying out unfamiliar situations
and roles

To gain greater insight into the meaning of the material used in
a dramatic experience

Understandings

To understand that through acting one can gain personal satis-
faction

To understand that dramatizing can be achieved through simple
settings

To understand that through acting one may derive a dcieper
meaning of material one has read.

To regard speaking in a dramatic situation as a natural outgrowth
of understanding a person (living, literary, historical)

Skills

To be able to use one's body and voice effectively in dramati-
zation

To gain experience in portraying a variety of characters and
emotions and to be able to use movement to express ideas and
feelings

To gain experience working to prepare dramatic presentations

To begin to develop original script" and then to interpret them

41
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Habits

To vow in the ability to appreciate written materials m'cro.
2,111y:throu'ih Iramatic-anterpretation

To see the dramatic potential in reallife situations or in
works of literature

2o grow in the ability to participate in dramatizations

To in the ability to undevotand character through acting

To in thr ability to develop an originnA dramatization
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Actin:, Out, K-3

Acting out comes naturally to children. From their early

years they indulL;e in dramatic play. Many a small child has

acquired an imaginary companion or played at bein a cowboy,

fireman, or engineer. Acting out at the primary level includes

the simple verbal and non-verbal activities started in kinder-

arten, where a child uses a toy or simple prop, as well as the

more complex plays developed fron stories or as original works

at the end of these years.

Acting out has many purposes. It enables a child to grow

in understanding himself and his emotions, in his use of lan-

guage and speech, in his appreciation and understanding of lit-

erature, in his ina,;ination and expression, in his awareness of

the enjoyment gained through actin:;. It gives him security and

50i 3O for other talk activities.

1. Non-verbal expression. Non-verbal acting is a pantomine-

type activity. A child acts out a role or part by movement

and expression without words. It may be done in kindergarten

or first grade with or without a prop. This type of an

activity limbers up a child. It helps him develop body

movement and prepares him for tht, talk stage. It moves

from step one, the enactment of an activity, to step two,

the enactment of an activity plus a mood. The first requires

body movement; the second, facial and body movement.

A, Simple activities. This involves such activities as

pretending to throw a ball or pulling a wagon. A prop

may be used: the child .,:rasps a flag or puts on a paper

hat and larches to imagimry music.
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B. More complex activities. This includes the onactmon

a mooa plus an activity, such as an old man climbing

stairs or a mother being cross with a naughty child.

C. Charades. This is a guessing game. One child or a

small group pantomi:ms an ac.tivity, such as a nursery

rhyme or a person making a snowman., and the rest of the

class ,:uesses what they rre doing.

D. Dance-drama. This 1.s body action to fit the mcnd nf nusi:.

II. Verb!).1 expression. In verbal expression a child acts o-Lt

a role using words. It starts with simple role playitm

prof:res2es to tno devoloi;:::ont of a play, either created

Iro.-1 a knDwn story or as an original story.

,l. Role "7-daying.

1. Sol) mime monoloplaing). 11 child acts out a :en

activity often using a prop, e. g. talking on a

telephone, answering the door, talking to a doll.

2. Role playing,with a partner .4,(2monstrates the inter-

action between two children, such as two little

girls playing house -- cne is the mother, on th,

child -- or teacher-pupil play.

3. Pole playing in larger groups shows the relation-

ship of one player to another. E.g. group of

or eight children playing train; the train may be

constructed with chairs or blocks; various character:-,

are selected, such as conductOr, engineer, passenes,

newspaper man, and their parts are enacted.
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The child...n sugiNst r story be

read either by the teacher or student. h'ifter the readin;

the children fliscuss how it may be developed into a play.

Characters are chosen and plans uadc for simple props and

the sot. Children make up thuir own speakin3. part!: and

act out their intneprutations feom their knowledge and re

tr-11 ;1r thr) sf:ory.

45
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Ictivities for Actin,- out Grades K-3

1. 3121.21121ZY

Behind a screen -- just show hands (or other part of body st1,2h

as feet) washin:_; hands, knitting, unscrewing jar lid, paintin:

hammering nails, etc. Children guess what the action is.

2. Charades

a) Think of somethim; you'd like to do. Act it out. The

others guess. How io they know?

i,ct out a scene such as at a train station. One child is

ticket master, others buy tickets, buy and read papers,

et drinks from a drinking fountain, carry heavy suitcases,

etc.

Similar scenrs could be sct for the lunch room, the school

bus, or the playground.

c) All walk clockwise in a circle -- and pretend to walk on

different things:

1. concrete
2. beach sand
3. stones in a crock

4. mud
5. grass
6. ice

3, Creative Interpretation.

a) Exercises to do alone: make believe you arc an elephant,

a high stepping horse in a circus, a bunny hopping about,

a duck waddling on the water's edge, or that you are a

weeping willow tree that grows on a bank by the water and

there is a slight breeze, or a tin soldier that was just

wound up, or a limp rag doll such as Raggedy Andy.

4. Pole Playini;

Children learn to dramatize best when they begin with one or

two actions or feelings, Let from four to six ehil7ron pnrform
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at one time.

a) After a honey-hunting bcar story, pretend to be a bear

hunting honey. Make appropriflte remarks.

b) After Pooh Bears's visit to Rabbit's house, act out the

pushing and pulling scene .v.tlen Pooh ,.:,ets stuck.

c) You are a child who sees a beautiful butterfly on the

way horse; talk and act as you wpuld if you were the child.

d) You have grown-up company at your house. It is your riA

timc; your mother tells you to go to bed. You want to

stay up. Talk and act as you'd like to; then act as you

probably will acts

e) You are a e._Lutious rabbit; you never take any chances.

You meet a turtle for the first time. Two children act

out what happens and is said.

6. Dramatize rt story.

a) Read "Jack and the Beanstalk" or play a record of the

story. Show a film strip. (See the 'librarian for audio-

visual materials.) Then discuss the theme, the setting,

the characters. Set the stage by placing furniture or

objects at hand. Choose the characters. Discuss what

they say, how they'd act. Act out the story-play.

b) Fables may also be dramatized. Roberts 3 contains

"The Tortoise and the Hare" p. 27
"The Boy That Cried Wolf" p. 33
"The Wind and the Sun" P. 39
"The Best Treasure" p. 45

The librarian will be able to suggest other stories which

may be dramatized.
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Acting Cut, Grades 4-6

Verbal and nonverbal expr:;ssion and the use of the body

for portraying actions and denoting feelin-;s are a prs.rt of "act

ing out".

I. Nonverbal oxpression. Pantomime or "Body English", without

words or props, makes use of the body to convey thought.

SiLple activities, such as having students take turns

acting out eating a banana, hanging clothes, washing

dishes, setting a table, etc., arc good introductions to

pantomime.

B. More nomplw: activities involve mood and action -- a tire::

mother fininbin4 sweeping and sitting down to rest, an

angry man chasing a do,- from his l*vn, a timid child olac?

in; a cold swimming pool.

C. Charad6s. guessing gamo involving oantomiming words,

titles, slogans, origiml suggestions frola students.

D. Dancedrama. Interpri;tive dance. This is a process of

pantomiming actions to fit the mood of music.

E. Shadow play. ;Lotion from behind a translucont sheet in

front of a strong source of light. Shadow play can make

use of the whole body or isolated parts to create action

or a charrteter: washing hands, combing hair, hammering

nails, sewing on a button.

II. Verbal expression. Verbal expredt'ion makes use of words, as

well as the body, and blends them into a total action.

A. RolcIplaying'maY be ion.e.indiliCduafiyf in pairs, or 'iii
. ,

miall.groui2s.with ortchlkarticipant upin his
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and dialogue based on the situation he faces.

1. In solo mime (monologuing) each pupil is asked to

act out (with action and words) a given situation,

such as: imagine barging into a teachers' meeting

when you thought no one would bo in the room; imagia

arriving at school and finding out you have two dif

ferent shoes on your feet; imagine standing in a

super market with a dozen broken eggs at your feet.

2. Role haying with a partner shows the relationship

of one's movements to those of his psitileras in

sawing down a tree; pushing a child on a swing, one

in front, one behind; a tuglowar; a pitcher throwing

a ball to the catcher or to the batter;

3. Role playing in larger groups (8 or fewer) demon:..'

strates the relationship of one player to others - -a

group moves a large obstacle, such as a tree or 1o:7,

blocking a bridge before a group of travelers can

proceed; a spy is discovered in an enemy camp, what

result;.; ?; a slave travels via the ungerground

to the north, aided by a variety of people; a familS7

puts down a new carpot (idontify furniture, size and

shape of room, location of dour; roll up old rug ;'.1104

lay new rug.)

B. Creative dramatics provides the opportunity for children

to devolop ingenuity, resouverlfillness, and creative think

ing, and to Pxprlo:3 hrInsolvus with spIntrinnity and

originality.
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Selections from children's. literature (see library collec

tion), subject areas, or original writing can be dramatized

The first step is to choose the material (the librarian

can help), analyze it, settle on the characters and the

number of scenes. The 'play begins with pupils making up

the action and the dialogue as they go along. Only a smnli

part of the play is created at a time. Through practice,

tivaluation, and discussion, the students eonto the play.

Activities fer Acting Out: Grades_A7.6

of the activities suggested fol. 171,r, primlpy gt.ftds will :l1 s:)

be appropriate, -r can be adapted, for tho inl:nrnodiito

1. Pantomime

A. Individual pantemime:

1. Pantomime the walking of

a) an old man

b) an Indian stalking a deal'

c) yourself on the wry home from school with a good
report card, with a bad one

d) r. mother coming home with big bass of groceries

2. Facial expressions: eating

;L) a peanut butter sandwich with no jelly

b) a dripping ice cream cone

e) a plate of spaghetti

3. Emotional responses:

a) Simple charneUnrivAtionn of

1) a fussy person

2) a proud person

3) a frightelnkd

,credos
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4) an angry person

5) a happy person

b) Situations requiring a change in feeling:

1) You are hiking through the woods on a beautiful
day. Suddenly ypu enter a clearing and notice
a huge bear near a tree.

2) You are a burglar stealing across an unfamiliar
dark room. You step on a squeaky board, then
bump into a chair. Suddenly the lights flash on
and you are discovered.

B. Gruup pnntomime

1. Methods

a) Plan the action around an interesting situation
with a logical and clearcut conglusion.

b) Use stro::rlycontrasted characters.

c) Be sure that the stage picture is always balnnued.

d) Be sure that the group pantomimes are individual
interpretations within the group, not merely iri
tatious.

2. Suggested activities

a) I& circus with all the different acts

b) Setting up a camp in the woods, each child doing
different chore

c) A bank holdup with differ.inl; (11-1:1rn*nru: gunr(1r,

tellers, spectators, police

d) An elevator naught botwoon two floors

Ti. Dramatization

A. Transition to dialogue

1. Methods

a) Have students supply thdr own dialogue, after
they have become familiar with the characters
and action in a verse which they have pantomlIned.

b) Use short dramatic material for sovural sessiolis
before ,attempting longer. stories.
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c) Be sure that the children understand the characters
to be portrayed before starting dramatic activity.

d) Place students in roles which contrast with their
own personalities.

2. Suggested activities

a) .1dd dialogue to some of the situations listed
under group pantomime or devise similar ones.

b) Use ballads which lend themselves to action and
dialogue, such as "Get Up and Bar the Door", Robin
Flood ballads.

c) Dramatize folk tales and stories, after a Auas 0i
characters and action, (e. g. J'

"Rumpelstiltskin", "Paul. Pullyan", "Al.midin",
Baba and the Fort, Thiovos".

P. 1.1.411:0r.. stories

1. Methods

a) Students should be thoroughly familiar with
material and should have studied the work as
literature before attempting dramatic production.

b) Each student should understand the character he
is to play.

2. Suggested activities

a) Dramatization of short stories, such as "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" (See Roberts 5: p. 63), "Mc
Firebird", or any available story which readily
lends itself to dramatization.

b) Dramatization of scenes from a novel or biography
such as Tom Sawyer, Homer_Prico, Treasure Ian^ncl.

C. Formal Plays

After doing pantomimes and improvisations, studonto
will enjoy and profit from performing a play for an
audience. The play may be produced from a preparoa
script (see PLAYS magazine, Filly Play6 for Junior
Actors, Special Plays for Special Dilys, One Hundresa
Plays for Children), or students may dramatize a s17,,ry
they have read or an pistorical event or write an
original play. In any case, the simplest plan for
producing the play would be:
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1. Choose or write the script.

2. Hold tryouts and assign parts.

3. Walk through the scenes with dialogue.

4. Memorize the parts and action.

5. Make use of props, scenery, costumes and makeup.

6. Prosont thn production. for an audience.
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Iv/RIVING: OBJECTIVES, GRADES K-6

Attitudes

To enjoy writing imaginatively

accegt the fact that writing requires discipline and control

To strive for orderliness and careful phrasing because of a
wish for clarity and style

T,..) be willing to try new ideas and experiment with new forms

To enjoy charily; sore of one's writin3 with others

T, nt:ttopt the fact that, in informing and discussing, one must.
seok inftwiaNtirm nnd undorstand the subject before prep trim;;
to write

Understandinp:s

To gain some insight into the creative prJeoss--that ideas emerge
from avy number of sources but that rendering the ideas re.-:
quires work as well as inspiration

To gradually understand one's strengths and limitations, accept-
ing the fact that one's skill in writing will improve throw;h
discipline and hard work

To understand that effective writing requires note taking, out-
lining, recording, and proofreading

To understand that creativity may be stimulated through the use
of new forms and ideas

To realize that one can learn from carefully reading works by
other students and by adult writers

To recognize that in informing or discussing, one will need to be
clear about one's main idea or point and will then expect to
illustrate or elaborate in an orderly fashion

Skills

To practice observing with each of the senses and then recording
these observations

To think-up, talk-out, and to write down

To be able to recognize and use various types of writing:
exposition, narrative, description, letters, notes, outlines

To dovelop precision in written language; to make choices among
words and word groups, to differentiate shades of learning;
to be able to use a dictionary or thesaurus effectively

:.1
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To gain experience in developing characterizations and plots

To know and apply the accepted mechanics of the various written
forms and to be able to proofread effectively one's own
material

To be able to write original poetry

To 11(4com familiar with the form used in dramatic selections

Habits

To be observant and to record one' s observations

T') strive to grow in one's ability to articulate ideas in written
words

strive to crow in the ability to use aoceptoa nonlinnies of
writing and proofreading

T, grow to accept helpful nritielsn ohPPrfully

(Jijoy :;hnring one's work with others
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Writin K-3

In kinderr;arten, writin:, is what the teacher puts down as

the child talks. It may be a list, a label, n. title for a story,

a sentence about a child Ts drawing, or an experience story dic-

tated to the teacher by a child the class as a whole. These

types uf writin:; activities continue into the early part of first

Indcpond,:nt writing may be ener:Juraged at this early

lievv)ver, thruvw:h the "seribb1(,11 teohniqnr, which involves a child

seribij] r:(-irks to represnt W.10 .S. As the child learns th)

s..)nd-lott(:r relatiq)Iships, he : :'.lay Lns,:rt a bet;innin,-; er onJin.;

letter into a word. As his skill in the ene- ,;ling process in-

creases, he can learn to writ: whale words. It is impnr1.1n1 at

tnn that writinq 1:1,-; fun and hn7e soma purposo and that

ohild be ennuured to write anyntng he wants in his

v,elbulary ,ut to:) attr.nti,m ;iven the :::ochanics of

wciUnj): or (.r)rrect spelling. .ihc 1112.p so is tiJ ,;eu him t:) writc,

wrte, write and t express hi:Asr:11: .1:3 freely on pr2r as he enn

Indep,_nd-int va.14;ing at first i..vado level will depend to sismo

,.x',,nt on the Le;inning teehnicaes used to teach ro-tdin.;. If n

sir-m4 emph';.sis is placed an th,J eneodini?; s well as

tha decedinp:, and if dictation practice is used early, the child

will become independent sooner. But, regardless of the

technique, munh encouraL;ement ands time should 1)1 not iside for

writing. Childr(:n should be tuu.7,ht to reread their work and make

colrections. The ability to be a s,,if-eritie can be roinV)rced

th,:ough group s_lar_np: of pltpnf: 1:111:.imb with th(,

ty'u
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teacher.

By second grade the chill will be urrled to become inc?...eas-

in.;ly independent. Reminders about f:rm and mechanics be

given at the beginning of each lesson and the child will be ex-

pected to become more proficient in spellin:.; and the ability

eic hi s ovm -:ecuracy.

hi.-d taro skills in writin:-.; will be built on those nerl f.

in socend :;varlo. BY tfiis grade. unlc.rstanding ,ho brie

s;:ills in the mechanics and spJling ahould be pretty well estab-

1 1:nc:. The ability to organize writins and to develop a

1. bo,-:i.ns at this level. ,ch introducti)r. b outlining

t112)ull use of teacher-prepared r2rms starts here, too, anc,

Cio;t steps in ntellaking are introduced (see pa es 89 and 9,)).

lien are not expected t do outlining the:nsolvs but

t- reeoL;nize the form and to be able to follow one dovelopd by

t' ; teacher. First steps in not,makinj :fly don?, throuith writ.

4",; down th(; things to be remembered when film el _]1_,

c,Ap. Continued teacher conferences and the i;1-%;1ip

:Japers build the habits of sc!lf-evitinism rind eorrnution.

Practical Writing., K-3

Practical writing is what is written (Lwni to explain

an experience, to tell about a film or a happo:Lin.; ill

school, to write an invitation or a note to say thank you

or to ask permission, or just a list of things to remember.,

It is utilitarian and factual rather than imaginative.

A. Correspondence. Letter writing will begin in first gradc::

The need to write to say think you, to invite someone to

a special event, to eht.c.L. up Nink Fri and wi 1 1. n vonte:
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1.1t .

create the opportunity to give practice in this skill.

First letters will include the salutation, body, closing,

and signature. As the writing ability grows, this should

be expanded to include the complete form for letters. By

the end of third grade, the child should have the skill

of letter writing pretty well established (see pages 63

and 64).

P. Report Writin,,. In writing reports, a child should have

an immediate purpose. Thought can be stimulated th.yon0:11

questions and discussion. Pictures or lists of voeabular:;

words needed can also stimulate ideas. The librarian can

be of great assistance in the teaching of report-writing

skills.

Report writing will come logically in social studies

and science, where a child writes up what he has learned?.

It will start in kindergarten and first grade through the

teacher's acting as scribe. The children will talk and

the teacher will write down. The second half of first

grade will find some children able to do simple reporting

independently. By second grade it will be largely inde-

pendent, and by third not only should the child's inde-

pendence be total, but his ability to organize and stimu-

late his own ideas should be greatly increased. Continued

group sharing and teacher conferences will improve the

child's awareness of the mechanics and oragnization of

his work.

C. Sims and Lists. Under signs and lists are: included

1) labeling objects, nolleetions, book displays, exhibits,



2) captions on pictures or posters or bulletin kcards;

3) lists of birds or flowers ;,.'tin in the spring, of

supplies needed for a project, and of words n(3oded for

soolling or writing a particular assignment (such as

%1)1.previations of the names of the states). At kinder-

garten level, practical writing is of this type. The

tc:::cher labels objects in the room, bulletin displays,

locations in the room, intoresting objects, ;itc. Pvem

this some ohilduon develop sight vocabulary nn:I. Min ha'hit

of wanting to make signs for things of interest.

;.owrjpg.,22.1;:p. In kindergarten, this may be class news told

by the children and written down by the teacher and d!_s-

piyed either on the chalkboard or story paper for the

class to see and read. Early first grade will follow.

this pattern, but as soon as a child can encode adquato-

ly he may write his an nerFmnal news. It should include

the telling of the name of the day and the date,

thing about the weather, and even something about what

the has just done or is about to do or an item Llaat

class news. This may be a once or twice-a-week RC

tivity and may be tied up at times closely with Show

and Tell. Some of this tyro of personal news may contim.,,,

into second and third grades, but generally at those lavel;i

_ne..;s: r3Qr,3 of. 2.-cDcrtn crtt: litc; "n

field tri,ps, sports contests, plans for trips, parties,

and :-Trivial events. The best of the can be use-i: as

contributions to the all-school. 11Cr'or. If a class
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newspaper is issued at the primary level, it would

consist of writings by class members reporting school

or class events, items about class members, a list of

original poetry, riddles, selections from an imaginative

writing project, or book reports. Producing a newspaper

should involve the children as much as oOssible and should

not become a teacher-made project.

E. Sharing Reading. Book "regorting" in the oarly part of

the primary years will be mostly oral. It may he the

retelling of a story, the showing of pictures of a favorite

section of a book, or a statement about how a book was

liked or disliked and why. It may be an illustration by

a child or an illustration plus the title. At the time a

child becomes an independent writer, he may be expected

to write independently about a book. This may take the

traditional form, or it may be accomplished through vario-.1:7

other ways. (A list of suggestions for sharing books with

others may be found on pages 86 and 87. If a child is.

always required to write a report, his intc)rost and en-

thusiasm for reading may be dulled.

F. M.hanies, Proofreading, and Evaluation. A chart for

general guidance in both mechanics and proofreading will

be found on page 61. Beside the notes on mechanics men-

tioned in the preceding sections, it is suggested that a

teachor use dictation for practice in this area. Dictati0A

may be started at first grade through use of simple sen-

tences or short stories and is q strT tiro Iltetation

Co
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used to teach the encoding process. such practice should

brJ a frequent exercise during the primary years.

Mechanics should be stressed before a child starts

to write, but not to the point where his thought process

is hindered by it. Proofreading should follow writing.

It may be done independently, or through group sharing

or teacher conferences. The teacher should correct pare l!

as often as possible through a conference, where a child

vir4ron Lis own corrections under the teacher's guidance.

Bertause time is limited, this is not always posible, so

ourreeidon.F1 by terlier :Olonld be 3imied to those

items that she is stressing at the moment or expects an

individual ellid to be able to perform eorreetly accord-

ing to his own rate of progress. Lots of red marks on the

paper are discouraging to a student. On the other hand,

no red ;narks may indicate to the child that the teacher

hasn't bothered to read his work. It is suggested that

in evaluating papers in the early grades, a note, such

"Fine work", "Pretty good", "You can do bettor!", etc,,

is Letter than a letter grade.

IT. Perlonal Wri.tin&, K -3

Personal writing i:Onnive writing. Respondin

imaginatively to one's world is vital aspect of a

person's development. What may be writl;on dawn dividpr!

into two main n!AteTorAF.:-1--1(toptions of out.. r things

Likri sight2 and sounds rind 0,,1 ,!(1-)M411w If irmor Lbings

lin thoughts nnd fctr,lings.

£1
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in early years, children should be given frequent

opportunities for this type of writing. They should he

encouraged to try to make up stories or whatever they

wish. The form their ideas take doesn't matter, as long

as the children feel they have said as much as they want

to and like how they have said it.

The role of the teacher- -the librarian will help

here, too--is to give time, encouragement and inspiration

rhougb much oral reading of literature and through the

use of pictures, film strips, or movies to arouse thoughts

and ideas. Abundant time, preceding the writing, devoted

to oral expression is of utmost importance in stimulatie.;

and helping students to organize their thoughts. The

time spent talking is as valuable, and probably more so,

than the time spent writing. So talk, talk, talk; then

write, write, write!

A. Picture Stories. In kindergarten and early first

grade, stories may be developed through pictures

drawn by the children--first one large picture and

then pictures in sequence. The teacher may act as

scribe and write do,..rn. a title, a caption, a sentence,

or a little story dictated by the child.

B. Scribble Writing. In kindergarten and early first

grade, a child makes up a story or remembers an

incident, then "records" it by left-to-right scribble

to represent words. He should then bc encouraged to

read the story aloud in a small group, in a teacher

conference, or to the whole class.

C2
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C. Independent Writing. As soon as the child becomes

proficient in the encoding process, he will begin

independent writing. The organization for this has

been outlined in the introduction. A Good block of

time two or three times a week should be allowed fox.

independent writing. It should include imaginative

stories, diaries or journals, and poetry.

D. Evaluation. In personal writing, less stress shoulci

be put on mechanics and spelling than on practical

writing. The idea is to get the child to write down

what he sees and feels as freely and naturally as

possible. However, proofreading and group sharing

of papers should be encouraged. Corrections should

be done by child during a teacher conference. J:16,

teacher migL::; compile a list of the words the childr.

frequently misspell (anonyraously so no child is em

barr-.nsed) and use it is part of her spelling lef:solJ.

Seldom should a child be required to cuy his wors.

If, however--particularly at the end of the primary

years--his efforts are of sufficient worth to bo

beyond the closs, copying for neatness and Picoura,-y

may c,ccasionally 1.)43 requested.
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HePdinas for P,,cr=rc. ri-^r't.- 1-3- for (J.. .1 9 .1.

Grade 1

First and last name
Date

:Ndiffe -Tata

Grades 2 and 3

Subject
First and last name

Date

_._.. Date._

_
For writing original stories in firj-t-or second grade, story

.vr with a space at top for illustrations is desirable (avail-

-Jle from the Cascade Paper Company).

Prr,ofx.eadinp Guide Grades 17.3

Di,1 I put my name an.,1
1-.::;ht place?

ry writiK;.; ma-e --?

D:. I write cc..1t oontences?

D1 I begin ry r--..tenccc with capit,As?

Did. I use carf, in ry title?

Lid I use the rL,ht soniad-lotter patter: for corret

Dia I use thc: correct punctuation rrrlrks?

Dicl I use my best handwr'tng?

Di( I indent for a

Dr.,3 my paragraph keep to topic?

C4
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Letter. Writing, Grades 1-3

Lf-4:ters of Invitation

1. Tell what is going to happen,

2. Tell when it will happen.

Tell where it will happen.

4. Sa:: something that will let the person know you want him to
come.

Thank-you Letters

). Write soon after the event or the gift.

2,. may thank you.

3. 2)11 how or what you liked. about tho gift, trip, party, or
vi,latever.

.pre "9 Of News

1.. Write a news letter a friend or relative.

2. Tell something you _;..3en doing.

3. Tell about a special event.

4. Teii about s(.!:..!thing you are going to do soon.

5
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Letter Forms Grades 1-3

Grades 1 and 2

May 2, 1971
.

IDear Dan,
Please come.

Your friend,
Tim

Grade 3

21 Pox Lane
Darien, Conn.
June 6, 1971

Dear Jim,

Your friend,
Bob

Envelope

Name
Street
Town, State Zip Code

Mr.
Street
City, State Zip Code.

Even though Roberts does not require the complete form for

a friendly letter, in Darien it is expected that a child will

aye adequate practice in writing letters of invitation, of

thanks, and of news so as to obtain a satisfactory level of

proficiency by the end of third grade.

Charts showing examples of form can be kept ready to hang

up when children write letters. The cermet for should becoo-

habitual.
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Mechanics cf Lawman for Grades 1-3
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(Key: I - introduced; 2 - taught; R - reviewed.)

Ca.7tialization -- Recognition and use of capitals in

Proper names
People, pets, etc.
Schools
Days of the. week
Months of the year
Holidays
Street, town, state, countries

Titles of respect: Mr., Mrs., Miss

First word of a sentence

Title of a story, lesson titles, notices, etc.

First word of each line of a poem (usually)

Greting of a letter

Closing of a letter

:tmctuation

.7Liod - reonition and use in writin oxplion.
i:nd of sentence
Abbreviations (clay, month)
Initials
After Lumbers in a list
Lr., Mrs.

Qustj.on Mark

Recognition in r,Jading
Use in writUen exprossion

Cr ma - recognition in reading
Dates
i2,--oen city and state
Gfc6ting of.a letter
Closing of a letter
Ti 1 a series

A.1-strophe
,:ontractions
'ossessives

';:c:tetion Marks
V:cognition in .reading
Use in written expression

xole,mtion Mark
Recocmition in reading
jse in Vivit4rm prrIsNioL

67
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Writing, Grades 4-6

I. Practical Writing. Practical writing is utilitarian. It is

factual rather than imaginative, and it may follow a specifie

form. Students in the intermediate grades should be able to

take a topic about which they already have information and

organize their ideas into coherent paragraphs. They will writ:

up all kinds of ideas and projects; work with longer, more com-

plex materials; take notes on class ideas and ideas from INloko;

use outlines when the subject warrants; and begin to write

reportsaind discussions well over a page in length. They will

study selected pieces of non-fiction, observing how other

writers "sound" and how they organize their discussions and

paragraphs. In all practical writing, students will go through

several steps: collecting information, organizing information,

writing, revising, and in some cases presenting the material

in a polished form.

A program in practical writing include: 1) a range

of expository types, such as explaining, describing, defining,

discussing, and c:omparing; 2) specific instruction and practie

in the nature and types of topic sentences and in such methods

of paragraph developmfmt as enumeration, illustration, and

comparison.

It is recommended that a given writing lesson focus on

one specific point which is exi5lained clearly and in some

depth. Within this one point the teacher should use a variety

cf illustrative materials and offer a choice of topics for

writing. Students should b' permitted to work at their own
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pace. The teacher should circulate, providing help and

additional information for individuals who need it and dis

cussing ideas with small groups. Each writing lesson should

provide opportunities for the review of mechanical skills

and proofreading techniques.

A. Correspondence. Students now should have mastery of the

form of the personal letter. The class might also like

to share examples of personal letters they have received,

just to draw attention to the qualities of a good letter.

The form of the business letter should be introduced in

the fourth grade (see page 86), and the difference be

tween business and personal letters should be explained.

Throughout the intermediate grades students should be

given opportunities for writing all typos of letters.

B.. Report writing. By fourth grade, students will perhaps

be ready to write more about one topic than can be hand

led in a. ta.agraph or two. At this point it is appro

priate to teach the students how to collect, organize,

and write up more extensive information. The following

is just a brief description of the steps that might be

appropriate throughout the middle grades. The librarian

can reinforce the to work at each step.

1. Notemaking. Notemaking is the process of gathering

information which io necessary in writing a report,

Students should be taught to make their notes on

index cards, one topic per card, and to record notes : .

in list form or in abla.Q7iated pam.graphs.

C9
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Taking notes from books without plagiarizing is a

difficult skill that children should learn. (The

librarian will be glad to teach a lesson on plagiarism,

can also be of great help in teaching not:making.)

They mould be taught to paraphrase the material and to

credit their sources of information. Along with this,

children could draw from first-hand or remembered exper-

iences from films, texts, and discussions. For a first

report, students might work in small groups, each group

ha-ving a topic, with each individual being responsible

for writing down notes on one aspect of the topic. (See

note-taking, page 86.)

2. Outlining. In introducing outlining, a simple two-

point outline, listin:.; the main topics and any sup-

porting facts, could be used. To illustrate this

technique, the teacher works with groups orally and

develops each point slowly and in sequence. The mem-

bers of small groups could make notes on a given topic

and evolve a group outline from their notes. As

students' proficiency increases in this area, individual

outlines and reports should be assigned. (See

page 85.)

3. Writing uo. The organization of this step will depend

on the topic and the class. Smdll groups could work

together, from notes and outline, to talk out and dic-

tate a report to their snribes. Or, each individual

in a group could write his part of the report in out-

line form. Whatever The procedure, these reports
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will be read to the groups, revised, and recopied, if t:is

teacher desires. They could be presented to members of other

small groups, to a parent group, or to other classes.

4. Practical writing outside the language arts clssroom.

Below are listed some types of practical writing that

will be done outside the language arts c. ssroom. (There ::

should be much cooperation and some joint planning between

the language arts teacher and the teachers who handle these

types of writing.)

a) Science experiments and reports. Suientific writing

is of a particular type, usually done in the impersonal

third person, with specific kinds of vocabulary and

organization. These techniques will need to be taught

to students. In some cases, the kinds of organizaio:1

and vivid vocabulary stressed in language arts may be

helpful in producing lively scientific writing. Some

of this writing may be taught as an extension of the o;,-

serving and the recording of sensory perceptions taught

in the language arts program.

b) Discussion pubstions for social studies. Research

papers and other types of reports are frequently

ed at this grade level. An assignment for a social

studies 'paper could easily become the subject of sovera,

lessons in the language arts elassrom and the libroryv

--guiding students in locating information, roeording

and organizing information, and drawing up the final

form in which the information in to be prpnonted..

1
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c) Newspaper storios. It is suggested that upper grade

children read and become fariliar with formats of

newspapers and with some types of newspaper writing.

It would be natural for the class to try writing news

articles. In writing a good news story stress should

be placed upon developing a good lead sentence in which

the information (who, where, what, when, why, and how)

is presented clearly and concisely. The body of the

story should give the remaining information in order

of derxtnnrling importance. Writing headlines for news

sLorins can also become, a nhnllongiftg nssignment for

the children at this level. Feature story writing and

composing ads can also be explored. A student news

paper might evolve from these activities, with as much

el'_ the m'Ikup and writing handled by the students as

po-ssible.

Independent writing. A:3 stqd(lIts crnin experience and

independence in writing up their ideas, more organization

is exDected.

1. Summaries. In learning to summarize, students must

recall the steps of the plot of a poem or story,

organize them, Ind distinguish significant events

from details. With practice, they should be able to

write summaries in one logical, wellworded paragrnph.

2. Telling "how to". In this type of writing; students

try to explain how to make or do something, how to

get somewhere, or how FInmP uoup goes about

doing somethinp. rip.ip:r.Ltili will 11., 4mI118or;a1vo-

72.
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arranged chronole7ically or logically. Emphasis

should be placed on the value of a topic sentence,

a pre-planned organization, and the use of precise

connectives.

. Writing up an issue. Explaining m idea or argu-

ing an issue is more abstract than the tasks above,

When an issue arises --a problem in the classroom,

a disagreement over the outcome of a story, or a

decision in history--individuals or small groups

might feel strongly enough to want to put their

arguments down on paper. These papers could be

compared and discussion could ensue about which

papers are the most convix ing and why.

D. $ haring reading. Written formal book reports on indi-

vidually done reading are discouraged. Being required

to write about a book can discourage children from

reading for pleasure. Instead, informal talk, debates,

ilLustrations, and skits about books are encouraged

because they introduce books to others. A book may

be shared through a picture, a book jacket, a diorama,

or a brief statement, including title, author, and

reaction, on a 3x5 card. These cards may be put on

file in the library for other children to refer to.

(See other zuggestions on pages 84 and 85.)

E. Mechanical skills through dictation. Theuse of dic-

tation and transcription is a way of teaching, rein-

forcing, and giving practice in all sorts of mechanics--
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"hearing" sentences, *oanctuating, capitalizing, and

spelling.

1. Taking dictation from the teacher.

The goal is for the student to learn to attend to his

own silent composing voice. He must listen to

is difficult for a child to learn all at once. He

11(aware of it gradually from having to pay at

tention to anotheris voice in order to transcribe it.

dik*I.Lion givcn practice in spelling

the same time the student Vies to nunctuate by

Aisl:ening to vocal cues. To teach transcription is

not to mark up a paper for mistakes in onelling and

1.1,-;QhaFfion,for this gives" the pupils the idea that

transr;riptive errors rank higher than content and

composition, and pupils are afraid to try harder words

rather than have red marks on the panr. However,

the teacher should note freouent errors in mechanics

and spelling and incorporate them into later lessons.

2. Pu23.gtu:atinA: unpunctuated texts.

The pupils can practice nuncuatin; dittoed copies

of an unpunctuated text as the teacher rends it nloud.

Allow children to compare transcriptions and decide

whey,: punctun don should: go, justitying their

responses. Let 6hildren read pieces of their own

writi:tig aloud as the class punctnni :e:

3. Pr4150-101,e_P:f P1-41cuatjng by voice.

Except for questions and 0x/11am:1E16n:1, a drop of

the intonation contour calls for a punoLuril.ior mark.

74
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Whatever the child chooses to put in, he is s:_quentz

ing the flow of speech. A drop in the intonation

contour is not always easily discernable, so the

teacher should allow leeway for the children's in

terpretations. Anything that makes sense is acce,pt

able.

4. Taking dictation from classmates.

This occurs when a pupil acts as a secretary to

the whole class or in various discussion groups,

It is a purposeful exercise in that ideas arc being

recorded for future use.

5. Tahinn dictation from younger children.

Exchange halves of a first grade with an upper grade

so that children can be paired off. The older child

ren transcribe stories or whatever else the smaller

children wish. There are advantages for all. The

dictators get a chance to see what their oral speech

looks like on paper. They read it, learn spellings,

and have the satisfaction of keeping the paper to

show others. The attention and help of older

children as well as the desire to emulate them are

powerful learning forces. The older children

sharpen their transcription skills and enjoy helping

and being locked up to.

6. Dialogue recording.

The teacher may introduce this skill by writing down

conversation of the children as they enter some morn

ing or by taping and then replaying. Then she will

144
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ask them to record live conversation at home, catching

as much of it as they can and filling in the blanks

later. This leads into the teaching of the typo

graphical devices for keening speakers straight, such

as quotation marks: paragraphing, and colons after

sneakers' names. The teacher may also ditto or nro

ject a transcribed converaation and let the class read

it so that they will become familiar with every device

--paragraphing, parentheses, quotation marks, and

dashes for interruptionwhich is used to help make

writing a more accurate representation of speech.

Besides furthering their transcriptive ability, the

recording of overheard conversation will prepare them

for writing stories and plays and for reading the

dialogue of fiction and drama.

F. Proofreading... A necesssry part of the teaching of

writing is the inclusion of a guide for pupils to use

in checking their own work. Such a guide could contain

the following questions which the student must answer for

himself:

1. Did I say what I mean?

2. Is my paper interesting?

3. Have I used the best words?

4. Do I have an interesting title?

5, Have I followed the mechanics of writing--

intented my paragraphs, spelled the words correctly

(checking in the dictionary when necessary), used

"116
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capital letters where respired, used correct punctua-

tion, written my paper in well-spaced, legible hand-

writing?

6. Have I reread and made corrections where needed?

7. Am I satisfied that what I have written and how I

have written it is the best I can do?

G. Directions for students. Form of written work for

Grades 4-6.

1. Write your name, class, and the due date of the

assignment in the upper right corner of the top

margin.

2. Put a suitable title on the top line.

Leave a margin of about one inch on the left and

one_half inch on the right.

II. Personal Writing, Grades 4-6.

Personal writing is done for the pleasure of the

individualto explore a problem, to react to an ex-

perience, to capture a feelingsometimes with an intent

to share and sometimes only for private satisfaction

Personal writing takes many forms--stories, prose descrip-

tions, poems, or diaries. It helps to sharpen the child's

experiences and self-understanding by allowing him to voice

those concerns closest to him. It provides the Most sig-

nificant of all experiences with written language. Be-

cause of the private nature of personal writing, it cannot

be assigned or required in the same way that practical

writing can, nor should it be evaluated and graded in a

77
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cuantitative way. The ideas exoressed by the child in

personal writing are of primary imsortance. However, it

is hoped that errors in mechanics will be corrected, through

the process of oroofreading by the student or the group, dr,

if necessary, by the studentteacher conference.

The following are guidelines for conducii,T, personal

writing in a classroom situation:

1. The rtl as::1:00TTI will have a workshop atmosphere, with

students reasonably free to talk, move about, read,

daydream, and write, possibly working with friends. The

teacher will be free to move about the room to observe

and help individual students,

2. The writing time will often be preceded by talk, a group

experience, or the sharing of some literature or somo

experience in observing illustrative materials. The

length and form of the written product will be flexible.

On some days an individual may be unable to wri.;e and

these uninspired moments will be resoected. (In turn,

he must respect the right of others to concentrate

on their writing.)

3. As students mature, they will be encouraged to experi

ment with different subjects and forms, using models

from literature - -a wide variety obtainable in the

library-- or from the writing of other students.

4. In addition to learning to write; students can learn

to function as positive and sympathetic critics when

sharing 1;1 IPi r yr. 'ii Wi 0",:pn T 0/1(r' and
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guidance they can grow in their understanding of

what is an effective rdece of writing and in the

ability to make helpful suggestions to each other.

5. Standards of correctness will be secondary in per

sonal writing. The criterion that a paper should

be neat enough to be read and understood by others

is enough for a first copy. Revision will be en

couraged, but fully corrected final copies will be

requested only when there is a purpose for them.

Some writing may even be discarded.

r. Ti,lenuse recent resnarch points up that students

are intimidated by "marked up" papers, the most

positive form of evaluation should be comments

that will hejp the student perfect his writing

form, and mechanics. Folders will be kept

a;1 a way for both student and teacher to see the

range and progress of an individual's writing, and

thcse 3hould serve as the basis for evaluating the

student's written work.

A. Writing Stories

1. Structure of a story. Thy: simElest story tells

about a single event. It is based upon a personal

experience or upon a ficticious event and has three

parts: a beginning, whiali includes characters, time

and place; an exciting p'Lrt, whet-0 nclirling Ilipycnn

and an ending, whore fAsn 0Co y is bvought to a

natisfactory ennelimion.

1.44Q1f-/
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2, Selecting an event. -iriters choose events that

1) help the story move along; 2) show the character!,

of the _people involved; 3) add interest tc the story

through suspense or humor.

3. Dialogue. Dramatic moments in stories come alive

when nharacters speak. In writing dialogue, student:,

sh.ould learn to use a new paragraph for each sp-aker

and to put quotation marks around the spoken words.

.T ;le Roberts End Series, Book 4, contains a brief

section on quotation -lark:: (see "ne Tra-.-els of a Fox"

It will be necessary to suuplement this section by

givin:r, practice in punctuating and paragraphing

dialogue (see page 72 a.nd 73). To encourage accurate

dialogue, the teacher could provide opportunities

for students to listen to and transcribe conversation,.

at home, to tape earth otIler and cbserve how their

vciees sound, to tape young children and adults as a

way of observing how their speech differs. Small

g :Jups may want to work together, listening on the

playground or in the cafeteria, taldng notes, writing

up dialogue, and sharing with the rest of the class.

Y,echaninal accuracy should be stressed in a few of

the expanded and p.,15. shed transcriptions.

4. Writing a book. T.fth and sixth gvadPrL; Pnj,);

ing and iiinnuAilffr ip,dr.;1 in7(.1711v. rill the steps

above, to be read by first or second ,c:adrs. An

exr:q 1. rtll :10'11"1" _a ,01 4!1'I.H11.0- :In nv 1:,101.,1

80
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piece of fiction is Carrie 2tegall's The Adventures

of Brown Sugar, published by the National Council of

Teachers of English.

5. Use of literature. Growing out of the literature in

The Roberts English Series reading books, and books

read independently, the class can attempt to write

stories of similar types. Before writing, discuss thy:

plot, the mood, and how the writer makes the story

funny, exciting, or mysterious.

VNitinp diaries and journals. A diary is a kind of writer!:

notebook. The writing in it tends to be personal and frec-

flowing. Students should keep diaries for short periods

time, a weEkor two. Daily.entries should be dated, but tic:

entries need not be a strict record of events. The first

five to ten minutes of eaeh language arts period could be

devoted to recording in the diaries information from the

previous day, reminders, thoughts, or ideas for stories.

journal contins: written observations which are much less

Personal than those in a cliary. A ship's log, a record of

a trip, a daily record of happenings are the types of

information entered in a journal. Journals could be kept

for science observatiuns or written in conjunction with

social studies units (e. g. a day in the life of a colonial

family, a day at the Olympic Games).

C. Writing poetry. Writing poetry should be a creative ex7

perience for the children. It should develop an apprecia-

tion for this form of writing. To write original poems

one must hear poetry of all kinds, and this The Roberts
81
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FLc;1:1.:1111.2."..,,91:ics provides, though a number of these pems

are comolex and will prebaby not initiate student poems.

To supplement Roberts the teacher ,3hould read poetry to

the class often and have the students begin to look at

simole stanza forms and try writing original poems. Many

books of poetry are available in the library. The libra

rian can play an active role in introducing poetry: fin0.

ing poems, reading to childmn, playing records.

1. Introduction. Poetry writing could begin with the

haiku. After reading some haikus and writing a few

on the board, the teacher might have students think

of something about which they feel strongly, take an

idea from the class and develop it on the board, then

let the students try writing their own haikus. Some

pupils may illustrate their poems, while the teacher

helps ethers get started. Pupils could also help

each other. Read and display the best. Haiku could

.e followed by tankas and cinq.uains. (See notes on

page 90 and 91.)

2. Stimulating imagination. Experiences in imagination

and emotion are necessary for students in order to

write poetry. The teacher must guide students to

differentiate between purely physical and imaginative

observations. E. g. "As a physical sight, a tree is

brown or white, rough or smooth barked, green or

silver gray, leafed. Imaginatively it may claw at
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the sky, trap the clouds or stars, or n-weep :tle sky

clean". 1

3. The shaoe of 'poems. Some ooets arrange their words

in different ways to catch the eye, create an overall

imoression (a picture) and to make the reader read

the poem as the poet wants it read. Example:

A Christmas Tree

Star
If you are

A love compassionate
Yell will walk with us this year

We Lane a glacial distance, who are here
Huddled

At your feet.

William Beerford

4. Poetry in the Roberts English Series. (see also pages

134-136)

a) In Books 4-6 a number of descriptive poems that

might initiate original poetry: "Noise", and

"White Butterflis", Book 4; "First Sight" and

"Eldorado", Book 5; "The Runaway" and "Silver",

Book 6.

b) Songs. Musical poems are "Casuy Jones", Book 4;

"Titwillow", Book 5; and "Song of the Brown Sea

Rat", Book 6. Teachers might ditto the words of

wellknown tunes, to be read and studied as poetry.

Records of these songs could be played if al/Hi-In-too.

As a culminating activity, students might enjoy

1 'A .Curriculum for Englishr7Poetry_for. tegl.pmcntarylgpades.
lai":1Thrsity ofNebraska. Press, Lincoln.

e3
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c) Nonsense DO r2MS

81

The Roberts books contr.-.1n some

delightful nonsense Poems: "The Doze", Book 4;

"The Whi.te Rabbit's Verse", Book 5; "Jabberwocky",

Book 6. These could be supplemented by others

by Lewis Carroll, A. A. Milne, and Edward Lear.

Original poems could be patterned after any of

these examples.

D. Sensory Experience. Every experience .ffects the child

through his senses and is recorded somewhere in his

memory, but he often shuts (4,11. :2e senses off when it comes

to writing. So a large part of teaching is aimed at

getting him to open them up, to discover what things are

really like in a fresh, close observation of whatever

he ic examining. This is difficult because the world of

his r.xperionce presents him with such an abundance of

sens:ttions :Ind he cannot be conscious of all cf them.

His mind generalizes and groups many sensations under one

word. We must make him really see what he is to write

about -- the bubbles bursting in the froth as the sea

comes in, t 1.:o gradual deepening of yellow and green sh.ldes

in the motley patches of low grass. Teaching careful

obsurvation is the important beginning step in all writing.

John Treanor in "Oral and Written Composition", as well

as James Moffet (pp. ).A7,210) 11:L1m.mnny 07:0011P/it sug-

ge stions.
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Writing. Activities, Grodcs 4-6

Practical Writing

Announcements and Directions

1. Fill in simple forms, such as an announcement of a
particular event, including starting time, date, and place.

2. Write announcements for assembly orodrams, chills, and
special activities.

7
De,lop a cooperative list of rules for classroom conduct,
lunch pro,)edures, or fire drills.

:r. Explain the rules of a game orally; then write them in the
form of simple, step by step direct,.ons.

5. Tell about a hobby I+y writing directions for doing or
making som Ahing or tolling how something works.

Develop a new game and write up the object and rules.

7. Write out the directions for carrying out a science
experiment.

Definitions and Descriptions

1. Label pictures and objects to relate written symbols with
their mo-tnings.

2. Write captions and titles for pictures.

3. Make charts to illustrate the different meanings of
homonyms (o. g. chute, shoot; tacks, tax; core, corps)

4. Write a description based on only one of t1 fiva senses:
the colors of a meal, the sounds of the street, the smell
of a store, the feel of velvet.

As one student pantomimes an action, the rest of the class
describes it in writing.

5.

G. Describe a Place: a room, a vacation spot, the pl.ineipalts
office.

7. Describe an in.;:evi:rIting per:10n (fictional, historic!},
contemiAwary). Or des(Ivibe. a member of the elay.; tho
rest of the class guesses who is being dr,floPibod.

8. Write a story about "'ill(' Mwa thirflp041.1)1(. Chnxacr
Have Ever. Mot",
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Summary. and Paraphrase

1. Write a summary of the main idea of a story, poem, or
newspaper article.

2. Paraphrase famous proverbs.

3. The teacher reads a short, wellwritten paragraph,
and then the class writes down the ideas in their own
words. Compare their versions with the original for
accuracy.

Par,,,raphs

1. Write a paragraph telling "...thy": "Why I Like Summer",
"Why I rd Like to Visit France".

2. Write a paragraph supportim: something you iv.lic.v0 in:
Thu lunch period should be lengthened.
The school day should be shortened.
The age for obtaining a drivorts lieenso should be
raised.

3. Write a paragrph comparing two thin,7s:
Boys! hobbies and girls' hobbies
Zwimming in salt water and swimming in fresh water
Vermont in the winter and Vermont in the summer
The city vs. the country as a place to live
Baseball vs. basketball as a spectator sport

4. :Project a paragraph on the overhead. After the
children study it briefly, turn it off and dictate
the paragraph.

5. Ditto n. par3graph in which many overworked words are
underlined. The children rewrite the paragraph sub
stituting interesting words for the underlined ones.

6. Give the children a paragraph containing errors in
capitalization, spr.11ing, and puneLuation. The child
ren make the necessary corrections.

Letters
P,

1. Write letters to parents, inviting them to attend n

PTA meeting, on house, or other school function;
also to sick classmates, room mothers, speakers.

2. Through Pen Pal *clubs, exchange letters with children
from other parts of the country or world.

3. Write to a favorite author or or television star.

4. Write to a corfrressman or senator about some current
issue.

5. virite to chambers of com,4erce, state departments, or
industrial concerns asking for information.

t?f;
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Form of a Business Letter

Letter

21 Fox Lane-.
Darien, Connecticut 06820
July 20, 1971

Mr. David Osgood
World Toy Company
110 West 14th Street
Clevelnald, Cid°

Dear Mr. Osgood:

Envelooe

Yours truly,

Donna J. Campbell

Donna J. Campbell
21 Fox Lane
Darien, Connecticut 06820

Mr. David Osgood
World Toy Company
110 West 14th Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44102

E7
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Outlining

1. In sequence outline the stem involved in performing
some task: a recipe for cooking, directions for
doing something.

2. Outline a story as a guide to dramatizing it.

3. Sumnarize a unit in social studies by outlining the
parts of the unit.

4. Make an outline to compare and contrast life in coloni
al days with life in modern times, or life in the
United States with life in another country.

5. Develop a cooperative outline with class to plan a
field trip.

6. Writ mnin headings o ±' a story ouldine on the board.
Ask the children to supply the supporting details.

7. (lolleet old magazines for ehildrtn to examine for
picOlves and artinle8. After cutting put and mountin

.maLeri.al, the nbildren classify, catalogue, and
file the items under apPropriate h'cnclins for future
refer'nee.

0 Duplicate a short newspaper or magazine article --
porhans found in the library -- and have students
outline it.

Rules for Outlining

1. Ideas have a definite order in an outline.

2. Outlines often show the relative importance of these
ideas.

3. The language of the outline should be simple and clear.

4. Use as few words as possible for each topic to make
your meaning clear and to show the organization of
ideas.

5. Place the title (and the purpose) above the outline.
It should not be numbered or lettered as part of the
outline.

E. Use Roman numerals for the main topics. Subtopics
should be given capital. 'letters, then Arabic numerals

es
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11 numer?,17: in earlIthes,
t;Ien small 15r3 in pareJa:;nos,,s.*

7. Indent subtopics so that all letters or numbers of
the same kind will conic directly under one another in
a vertical line.

S. There must always be more than one subtopic under
any topic.

9. For each number or letter in an outline, there must
be a topic.

10. Each subtople must be closely related to the main topic
beneath which it is placed.

11. Begin each topic with a canital letter.

Summary Tri toaching children to summarize a paragruph,
the following might bo helpful:
a) The first sentence of the summary gives

the subject of the paragraph.
b) Each sentmco of the summary gives ono main

topic of the paragraph.
c) Sentences after the first should be placed

in the order in which main topics occur in
the selection rend.

.'Taking Notes on Oral Lectures

1. Use a looseleaf notebook for your notes.

2. Take notes on one side of the page only.

3. Be alert.

4. Make your notes clear and complete. Do not doodle.

5. Write legibly and leave blanks.

6. Develop abbreviations. Use a symbol to mark ideas the
teacher emphasizes.

7. Review your notes after the class.

Making Notes on Written Material

1. Before beginning to make ncA,:s, 1.1.(1

2. Make notes on only those points that you need for your
purpose, one note to a 3 x 5 card.

3. Use only point:: yol) think arn:

$11
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Make notes in your own words. Be sure that your notes- don'
change the meaning given by the author in the book.

Do not write a note that you do not understand.

Personal Writin,-;

Diaries and Journals

I. Keep a class log to record the progress of work on a
project.

2. Take minutes of elass, school, club meetings; record
group activities.

3. Pretend you are an Flx.plprer and Write diary entry ;;Folit
your most exciting adventure.

4. Keep a diary account of life during pioneer, colonial,
or Pomrm times, such s.s the diary of:

A young who was a rider for the Fony express
A girl who was traveling in a covered wagon a
hundred years ago

A boy *Ole. went to Californil:. during the Gold Rush
A girl or boy who lived in Boston at the time of

the Boston Tea Party
A girl or boy who was at the first Thnnksgiving

Each day have tho elnss write a paragraph about the
most interesting or oxoiting thing that happened that
day. At the end of the week collect the stories and
mimeograph them in the form of a newsletter or news
sheet.

Stories

1. Writ-: stories about ME: "?1y Most Exciting Adventure",
"My Greatest Fear", "My First Airplane Ride", etc.

2. Make up a new adventure for a vavorite story character
or invent a new charact,:r and write about his adventul.e.

3. Write tall tales; use gross exaggeration or implsusiblo
events.

4. Write about a "Day of Discovery", such as "The Day I
Discovered that School Was Interesting".

5. Write stories about imaEinary situations: "If I wen
Shipwrecked on an Island", or "If I Were Very Small and
Had Wings".

6. Use personification in writing about animals and inani
mate objects: "I Are a Pink Shirt", "If Someone Strikes
Me" (the story of a match), "rile Talking Toad"; a dollar
ball, a Eao.ce of d riftwood, a. dusty Dia.dlock.

f.0
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Ti-

7. Make up legends to explain phenomena of nature (thunder,
hail, lightning).

8. Write myths: "Why the Rabbit Twitches His Nose", "Why
the Grasshopper Hops".

9. Compose riddles: "Who A i I?", "What Am I?", etc.

10..Cartoon a sequence of story events, using characters
from a book. Use five to ten pictures. Put the conver
sation in "balloons" cr write a narrative to go with it.

11. DramnAize surprise endin;;s: a desert is suddenly floodea
with rain; a street becomes a canal for a day; the Sahara
Desert is covered with snow; you are an adult for a day.

12. Present an unfinished story to the class to finish.

13. Write a group of words, phrases, or pictures to stimulate
ideas for story writing, having children incorporate
them into tLeir stories.

14. Once it week choose a thoughtprovoking opening sentence
such as, "Suddenly an eerie shadow appeared in my path."
Alow a week for writing, and then have these shared
the class.

1.5. -1.nd ,.-!h-.r.l.ct,.r:3;on's.7p::tr-to pieces

_fl.ac. them in boxes and let .tip children pick
one piece of paper from each. Then incorporate ;these into
orip:inal stories.

16. First Sentences
Once upon a time there was a little elf who lived :II:

the woods near my house.
On Monday, I went to the circus with my uncle.
Last week my cousins from California came for a visit
On my birtha,:ly the mailman brought a big box.
There was a giant living in the castle on the hill.
Yesterday a stranelooking package was tossed from

a car onto our lawn.
My pet skunk Gardenia wont to a lady's party to

which she hadn't been invited.
Captain Nelson pinked up the bat ;: ?red rifle and ex

amined it closely.
The old lady was a.strnnge sight.
There I stood in the Lliddln of all those people.
One night I had a strange dream.

17. Story Endings
I told you it was a joke.
Next time I'll mind 'iv Dad.
It wasn't such a bad id. ea after all.
1Joving to a new town turned out to be fun.
Boy, was that exciting!
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Sometimes it's better to stay right at home.
And he stayed that way the rest of his life.
Would you believe that this could really happen?
He was contented at Lasi;.
Somehow it didn't matter that lie had missed the

party when he saw his father coming home.
He wasn't too small after all.
Spa....-1 guys have all the luck.
Then I woke up.

in. SL,)r:f Settings
A looked cellar
A rowboat in the middle of the ocean
A hospital
A kil;ohen
An athletic field
A lighthouse
An old fort
An old empty house
An abandoned mine
A winding cavern
A rushing river

roetr7

1. Compbite unfinished poems, given one or two lin6s.

2. Write limericks and nonsense rhymes; write riddles in
verse.

3. Compose verse for greeting cards for different occasi,ms.

4. Mulgt an illustrated scrapbook of original poetry.

5. Rewrite a folk tale or story in the form of a poem.

6. Writo a skating p: em to the -music of "The Skaters' Waltz".

7. Make up an insect's song using its sounds and rhythms.

8. Write a poem describing the sounds of the city.

9. Pretend you are a particular Ltnimal. vTel1 your :31;ory
in 'icrse.

10. ?re tend you have just seen a p!rticulir impor tant
histurinal event. Comment in uoetry.

11. Write a Lallad about yourself a hero.

1.2. Write a poem about a picture or a film.

13. Choose a oolor. List all the things the color makes
you think of. Co!; !-,mi,1,0 frnnvor;Jo
porm.
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14.. Base a poem nn iust sounds or si:!ells or touches.

15. a poem about something you own or about an object
in the classroom.

16. Write a poem about what you see thrcugh a window.

17. Write a poem about a book you have read.

18. Write a poem about the most beautiful (or ugliest) thing
you have ever seen.

19. Write a poem about an unusual experience or about an event
in the mews.

',"0. Write a poem about something that has ;!trong rhythm, such
as a marching band, a merry-go-round, a ticking clock.

Haiku. Tanka. and Cinguain

These forms with their fixed syllable patterns and sharp
imsges are fun for children to work with. rt.riting these
little poems can also teach children much about the writing
uf poetry in gw-,ral. All three form:. can be presented in-
ductively. Give several examples of each and let the children
discover the pattern for themselves.

The hliku has three lines, with five, seven, and five
syllables and telling "where", "what", and "when" respectively.

On a gnarled limb
A crow above is cawing,
Au tumn stillness now.

The tanka is like the haiku with two extra lines. The
syllable pattern is five, seven, five, seven, seven. Again,
rhyme e.ru meter are not used.

1 11 has come, thought I,
In flame and brassy colors
brushed against the sky;
On Diablois stately slopes
Veils of mist are floating white.

The einquin has five lines with the fnllowing syllsble
pattern: two, four, six, eight, twu. Or it can be org:Ini,-.id
an follows:

1st line - ono word, the title
2nd line - two words, deseribing
3rd line - three words, describing an action
4th line - four words, exprennillg a foeling
5th line - one word, a syLwym I:4w the tine
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Winter,
So cold; dreary
Is life in this season.
The trees echo the howlin.(7 winds,
So bare.

Sloop,
Swift, lovely,
We shout with oxcitemont:
"Intrepid."

After mastering these forms, children can progress to
poems with rhyme and meter, such as limericks and ballads.

Miscellaneous

1. Brainstorminp:: Write about this little box on they table.
What was it meant to hold? Whcre was it
made? Could it be a magic box?

2. Colors: How do cerf7n.in L.)i make you o,d? Do somo
colors make you feel betLer than (Alleys?

3. Music: Whftt did the music you have just heard on the
record say to you?

4. Nature: amt do the c:.ouds today make you think of?

Vacations: vilmt would be your ideal vacation?

6. Wonder: What do you wonder about?

7. Titles:'

First Prize for Laziness
The Bear That Couldn't Sleep
Autobiorraphy of a Flea
What I would Like Most to Be
What I Would Like Most to Do
The Little Man from Mars
Living with the Early Pioneers
Balloon in the Treetop
The Children Bake a Cake
for Mother's Birthday

The Funniest Thing Happened
The World'd Biggest Dog
A Pixie Did My Homework
Sam Patch Jumps Over Pike's Peak
Pecos Bill and the Pony
Paul Bunyan Goes to Jupiter
How the Raccoon Got His Black Mask
Why the Birch Has White Bark
Why Thunder Usually Follows

niLhtr.l. ,
Why plorifa Exkrmar, 1.1, qui r
of Mexico

The Missing Clue
Beginner'S Luck
Who lau,.:3hed Last?
My Fnmily
What I Am Thankful For
Gift from Outer Space
Satellite Hero
The Trap
Surprise Award
Ai Impernnt Date
A Midnight Visitor
My Expericnoo on M%-ic,
Worn-out Shoes
A Wild Ride
A Senryliight
Why the Wind BlowJ
A Horse for Henry
The Holm-to(' lions°
My Now Fri Pnd

Day
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Q. What would Coro.mbus have maid to Lief Erickson?

9. Paraphrasing, of some wellknown TV character or story
character, e. g. iir. We "max Bright of Regulate Pights
Mess (Maxwell Smart of Control Fights Chaos)

10. Using the senses
a) Close eyes: write what you hear or feel (touch).
b) Look out windows. write what you 30;

11. BeliTrior!:.1 Implications: If John does disobey and
out past 8 : 30 P. M. wh'It will happen?

12. 17 .,111,,: If I hr.a one y e ( one week) to Live.
Wily we should be thou;,frtful of others.
1,:hy stealing is wroyi,:;.

13. 'fli,at e.

21,e south had won the wn.r.
R ip Van Winkle :-11:pt 200 years.

}:ad three wishes.
Mils ruler were a laacic wand.
1,10-titer Were away and I could do what I wanted.

Ani'Alals to people: "What kind of animal does Glen Campbel make you think of?"

15. Desigr tth r! ide.al garbage dioosf_1.1: town hi:;hway sy:.-3tem,
etc.

.lumper sticker game: Credit card game: Describe the
kind of person who would Want to own a special bumper
sticker or credit card.

17. Pig's Ilinni:r: describe exotic dinner or dessert.

18 Slanted news story: 41 hijacking from the hijacker'spoint of view.

19. How would you explain thir4,,,s on Earth 1;o a Spaceman?
20. If r were the sphinx what could I tell about the Rule

Ra:,seF.: II?
If I vp:ro the Lenin Wall. . .If I wore tho President's deck. . .

21. Aftr.,:r vr1,1.611-4):

To Dic4, wri to your own "definitj onSu.
Happiness Is a VP-rim Blanket i,t Hole: If;
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HANDWRITING -- Introduction

This Guide does not offer a complete handwriting

program, as the commercial materials available have proved

generally satisfactory. Presented here are 1) objectives

for a handwriting program, 2) findinp of research on

handwriting, and 3) recommendations for procedures to be

followed in a handwriting program.

flansi.writing: PUoctives

Attitudes

To cultivate an attitude of satisfaction in making one's
handWritin legua.:12Jaa attritetive oA all occasions

To take pride in improving one's handwriting; to believe
almost everybody can improve his handwriting through
practice pnd instruction

Un4erstandings

To understand that the lack of good handwriting is a constant
hardship

To underst-md that laandwritin,; r:;flocts the person, that one
is ofteri judged by tiiS hmdwriting

To recognize that legible handwriting is a matter of courtesy
to the reader

Skills

To be able to write legibly and with reasonable speed

To be able to identify the chief characteristics of legible
ilandwriting, including the formation of earth letter,
number, and punctuation mark

To be able to diagnose the trouble spots in one's own hand
writing

Habits
To notice the impression which other'. handwritinp: make:;

To take the time to write legibly

To proofread one's writing, correoUnp, illegibilities
To practice handwriting improw,mmt,

"problem" letters "7
amts
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Research

formerly handwriting was taught to produce a stylistically

attractive hand. Today it is taught for legibility and

efficiency. Research on the merits of manuscript versus cur-

sive writing indicates pat.a)there.is no conclusive evidence

that cursive writing is actually faster; b) manuscript writing

is generally slightly more legible but good writers are good

at both; c) young children find manuscript writing easier to

learn effectively; and d) there is no measurable difference.in

spelling accuracy with one or the other method.

Because manuscript writing is not demonstrably slower,

there is no rationale for shifting to cursive writing except

one of social pressure. As for shifting from on? to the other,

researchers disagree as to optimum age, ranging from mid-

second grade to early fourth grade. They do agree that a child

learns cursive writing effectively only after he has skill in

manuscript writing. Because of this readiness factor, starting

all children on cursive writing at the same time is probably a

mistake. There is also a strong question as to whether a

with problems of perception and motor coordination should be

asked to learn cursive writing at all.

Methodology for Learning Handwriting

1. Research shows copying to be the most efficient method of

learning handwriting. Because efficiency in copying has a

stronger correlation with mental than with chronological

age, it may be wisest to start children on writing at

different times, determined by some man;;' of roedinewl.
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2. A few ill-formed letters (a, r, e, t,) have been shown to

account for about 50% of all illegibility. Researchers

recommend direct, repeated teaching of letter formation in

problem areas..

Recommendations

1. All grades in a school should use the same handwriting

system so that there will be continuity and consistency.

2. Teach writing before reading. While teaching the formation

of letters, teach the sound each represents.

3. In teaching manuscript, have students write on unlined paper

and the chalkboard before using lined paper.

4. Students should develop skill in manuscript before going on

to cursive wilting. If students have the skill and the

motivation to begin cursive writing, instruction should be

provided so thkt they do not acquire bad habits working on

their own.

5. Up until the start of cursive writing, students should

continue to double-space their manuscript. This will make

the transition to cursive writing (double-spaced) easy.

6. After they have learned the basic skills of cursive writing,

many students should be given continued practice in order

to maintain and fur User 1.114.:;n rkillp. An ilidiv.id

Ualiza appvoarth is sliggolei.
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SPELLING: Objectives

On the following pages you will not find a fully - developer:'.

spelling program. Because Darien elementary schools use

different methods of teaching beginning reading and because

a spelling program should not be in conflict with a reading

program, it will ppobably be necessary for each school to

develop its own spelling program. Three kinds of aids are

pvcvlde(1 liRre to help the schools develop their own materials:

1) a set of objectives for a spelling program, 2) a review of

research on spelling, and 3) a model spoiling pvogram developed

at Ox Ridge School for the third grade.

Attitudes

To value correct spelling; to desire to become an efficient
speller; to deplore poor spelling

To believe that almost anyone can learn to spell

To be willing to consult a dictionary when in doubt about a
word

To be willing to proofread one own writing for spelling
errors

Understandings

To understand that writing containing misspellings looks
illiterate

To understand that comparatively_. few words are frequently
misspelled

To understand that many words are not spelled the way they
sound or are pronounced

To realize that many spelling errors result from uunrusing
homophones and from confusing words similar in features
other than sound

To realize that one r'- members difficult sp111nmn Jnwl 1.10(,

than by mints own trioko of amlortinting

100
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Skills

To learn the basic principles of phoneme- grapheme correspondences

To memorize distinctions among the most common homophonies and
among other frequently-confused words

To ).earn the few spelling rules worth knowing (e. g. ie-ei,
doubling final consonant, dropping silent e before suffix
beginning with a vowel)

To master the spelling of words most frequently used in one's
writing

Pu develop the skill of creating tricks of association for one's
own "up,lling demons"

To develop the skills of proofreading

Habits

To keep lists of one's own "spelling demons"; to throw away the
lists after triumphing over the "demons"

To check in a dictionary the spellings of all words one is not
absolutely sure of

To develop the "say, write, say, (rewrite)" habit pattern

To visualize the spelling of words

To use in writing the best word one can think of to express
one's meaning rather than to avoid an appropriate word for
fear of misspelling it.

To proofread automatically after completing any piece of writing

Research

There has been voluminous research in the area of spellins,

and while much of it is inconclusive, even contradictory,

several findings emerge which have strong implications for

teachers of spelling and writers of spelling programs. A sum-

mary of the research (taken from two main sources*) follows.

*Sherwin, Stephen J.,
Critique of Research.
al Textbook Company,

Horn, Thomas D., ed.,
Champaign, Illinois:
1966.

Pour Problems in Teachigig_Eatlish:
ScraWn, Pennsylvania: The TraTrna ti 01'-

1969 .

Research on Handwriting_ and Spelling.
National Irouncil of" Teachers of E-ngl r11,

101
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1. Spelling involves a process different from reading, one

of encoding rather than decoding. This suggests that

the phonics materials being taught in reading do not

have automatic carryover into spelling. Spelling phonic;;

need to Ise taught in such a wly that the student is

learning to encode.

2. More than 80% of the phonemes in English (minimal sig

nificant sounds) are represented in writing by predictable

graphemes (4.etter or letters used to represent phonemes).

Thus, the English spelling system is not really as bad

as we often say it is. Instead of discouraging students

by harping on the inconsistencies of the system, we

should concentrate on its regular features. (Note that

many spelling books often group words with unpredictable

spellings in with those with predictable spellings and

make no distinction in mores of learning.) The predicta

bility of phonemegrapheme correspondences implies that

the single most efficient way to teach spelling is to

teach principles of these correspondences. (Most spel

ling books, including Roberts, do this, though not alwayr

efficiently.) Most irregular spellings have to be

memorized one by one.

3. Research studies emphasize the primacy of the spoken

language and the fact that writing and spelling are

secondary. The encoding proces.; is from talk to writtol

words. The student should leara how to listen to words,

analyze their phonemic :and morphological (roots, affixes,

102



inflections) structure, encode them in the appropriate

graphemes, check the results orally, and rovrite if

necessary. Working from written lists is of some value,

especially for students whose greatest strength is visual

learning, butfor most the oralaural approach should be

the primary method.

4. Reswirch indicates that individualized instruction is

better than group instruction. Any spelling program

should be built around a wide variety of multisensory

materials so that children may practice using the learning

techniques most helpful to them as individuals. The

program should include the rise of tapes, charts, lists,

workbooks, flashcards, tachistoscopic devices, spelling

labs, and not be based merely on one book which all

children in the class go through together.

5.. Haptical learning, which depends on tactile and motor

learning of words by writing, tracings and using raised

letters, helps some older children and is probably valu

able for all beginning spellers. Researchers emphasize

using a variety of sensorimotor faculties, with dominant

emphasis on oral-aural learning.

6. Which words should be studied? Rosoarch says teach words

that a)occur frequently in writing, b) are spelling pvub

lems, and c) are approprinAn to the age level and grade

level at which they are taught. (Spoiling hooks are not

always reliable on point c. We need to make our own list,H

-- of words students frequently use and will bey noodillg.)
'Stu& ri should bo q.okorl Itn winds

which tbv do net know. 103
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7. Rules offer limited help in teaching spelling. To be

effective, rules must apply to many useful words and

have few exceptions (e. g. ie-ei, y-ie, doubling final

consonants, dropping silent e). Researchers urge the

use of inductive methods for teaching rules. Thus, books

which present the rule as a given and then list examples

of applications of the rule are not asking for efficient

learning. Research offers some evidence, however, that

children with low I Q's, who do not possess much cognitive

ability to abstract, learn better by rote than by dealing

with rules, even those arrived at inductivt'ly.

To summarize, research in spelling suggests that spelling

programs should include a variety of teaching procedures- -

dictation, oral analysis of words, some written drills, memori-

zation of irregular words, learning of selected rules -- and a

quantity of materials geared for individualized learning. All

this suggests a non-textbook approach.

Ox Ridge School_ radeTl.IreeS221,_gIinpProram

Introduction

Any spelling program, especially in the primary grades,

should never to treated as an isolated subject, but should to

integrated into the total language program. It must be a

continuing and flexible process. Much of the material will

review skills introduced in previous y6ars, mastered by some,

but never by all. These skills are built upon and applied Im

more Complex words as the (-0111d1H 7onnb111 npy expauds and he

104
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feels the need of more sophisticated words with which to

express himself.

Ii; is important to remember that what-the child feels

he needs will be learned and retained. Therefore, the teacher

should make every effort to choose those words for weekly

lessons which will he l.p the child express himself in other

subject; areas.

The patterns given in this program are to guide the

teacher so that he has a check list from which to work. This

asuureu a complete coverage of needed skills. To insist that

they be taught, or presented, in any special order would defeat

the flexibility felt to be essential to this program. There

is, however, a progression of difficulty and use which would

enable the teacher to follow the order given if she so desired,

and if it 2.,t the needs of her group..

The patterns presented here should not betaught" as

rules to be memorized. Using the inductive approach, these

patterns should be presented in such a manner that the children

will themselves discover the relationships. They should be

presented again from time to time as review lessons in order

to reinforce learning.

It is suggested that words be added to each lesson from

the lists of math, science, and social studies words as they

are pertinent to classroom activities. The more"custom tailor

ed" the program, the more successful it will be. This indicates

grouping within the classroom according to achievement and

speed of acquisition of skills. However, research has show',

105
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that for maximum teaching efficiency, there should be no more

than three groups within a class.

Program Essentials, The alphabet should be mastered as soon an

possible. The child must recognize each separate letter to

learn the common letter sounds by name.

How to study is as important as what to study. Good study

hnbits must be learned:

i. Hear the word.
2. Sue it.
3. Say it.
4. Write it.
5. Check it to be sure it is correct.

The more senses are brought into play during study, the more

complete and lasting the learnil:L; will be.

Pretesting is importn-t. No child should be forced to,

or indeed allowed to, waste -rime on words he already knows.

Pretest, study those words misspelled, then test again. Use

those words again and again. Dictation is extremely valuable.

It can take the form of sentence, paragraph, or short story

dictation.

Show pupil progress. Everyone likes and needs to know

that he is accomplishing something. Be sure to plan some

mathod showing each child his own progress and growth. This

could be done by recording in a notebook, by a personal chart,

or by a simple graph kept in a spelling folder. Be careful to

avoid any public display of the record of a child who is working

below class level.

Suggested Word Patterns to Develop The following list of

word patterns and skills Should be road through froquentbr and
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used as needed in the classroom. A lesson may include part of

a pattern, or more than one pattern, as is app4cable to the

classroom situation.

1. Long vowel sounds.

TY I b u
apron Pete ride hole June
agent complete bike wrote tune

i 1 ,:,
4 j

(ai) (ea) (igh) (oa) (ew)
paint meat might coat blew
train treat tight float threw

..1.

(ay) (ie) (I) (ow) (ue)
hay believe I'm blow true
play grieve I'll window glue1, .1.

.(igh) (0.i.0) (ie) (oe)
sleigh feet fries .goes
weight bleed dries toes

I

A
1

4*.

(ey- ) (Y) (Y)
they pretty sky

sunny . fly

2, ;.:111)1..I. 7,,w,,1 sonnets

a e
..,-

i o 1.1

brag nest ring hot shut
flag then think bottle butter

1

(ea)
bread
thread

(ai)
said

(aY)
says

3. Words with 00.

Short sound Long sound
.1761 cook moon too
hood wood 'roof cool
book stood boot smooth

t 0orinonarit (1.1 ( 11, I;, mnxo or sonnA).

ch th ng wh sh
wish

reach worth song
think bringchild

Iwvilhenre sharp
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(k sound)
Christmas

(sh sound)
machine

5. Counds of s.

C

place
ice
once

6. Flo-mirth of k.

S
skin
store
said

ck
kill clock trick
week corn back

7. Solmas of c.

soft c
prince
except
race
twice

. 8. Sound 3 of g.

soft
general
range
village
huge

9. The Bossy R.

hard c
music
cost
cloud
cabin

hard a
great
gravity
goes
drug
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mark serve sir form hurt farther
term dirt worry curl firm turn

10. (Jr (;;Jal hawi nn nr,sound,

world, word worth
. worry war:1111.p

WOrrin thRt say ou.

on
ground
pound
around

work
wcv.thy

108

harbor
nnigbbur

ow
flower
town
frown
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12. Ph has the sound of f.

photo phone (gh also says f)
phonics phrase laugh

13. Words ending in le and el.

eagle angel
shingle tunnel
title travel
marble camel

14. Confusing ei and ie words.

eight chief
reindeer field
their untie
deceive piece
receive soldier

15. Words which change spellings in the past tense.

drink see write
drank saw wrote
drunk seen written

6. Endings.

lag, ed s es
walking walk walks reaches
asking asked asks pitches

d says ed
iced
placed

t says, ed
burnt
lent

17. Drop si lent e before adding ink;.

move - moving
close - closing
leave - leaving

18. Er and est endings.

light - lighter - lightest
high - higher= - highest

19. When the letter before y is a consonant, change y to i
and add es, when forming -o forms of xerbs and noun
plurals.
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study
fly
city
cry

20. Double

hop
hopping
hopped
hopper

final

studies
flies
cities
cries

consonant before

pin
pinning
0.nned
pinner

21. The six sounds of ough.

00
through

V o
,..,

rough cough
enough trough
tough

22. Homonyms.

threw
eight
here
for

23. Antonyms.

hot
wet
tall
dark OMB

24. Contractions.

that is
could not
I will
will not
have not

OM.

1105

IINOB

0
though
dough

through
ate
hear
four

cold
dry
short
light

25. Dividing words

'2.
al7so
ri/ver
chick/en

26. Compound words.

anything
something
outside
grandfather

that's
couldn't
I'll
won't
haven't

into syllables.

3
mul/ti/ply
con/ti/nent
e/qua/tor

110

adding ing, ed, er.

aw
ought
brought
fought

stop
stopping
stopped
stopper

ou
bough
plough

4
com/biEja/tion
par/en/theses
thAr/mo/met

//er.
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27. Q is always followed by u and has the kw

queen
quick

28. Tion and sion patterns say shun.

tionadd=
vacation

29. a..lent letters.

b.
comb
bomb
limb
dumb

1
talk
walk
calf
would

30. Posnssives.

gnaw
sign
reign
foreign

's if noun does not end in s.
boy's
teacher's
mother's

s' if noun ends in s.
books'
dcgs'

sound.

sion
expression
division

h
hour
honest
ghost
herb

No aposrophe for a personal pronoun.
its
theirs
his
yours

31. Capitals.

names of days of the week
proper names
names of the months
important words in book titles

crh

night
might
sigh
high

Friday
Miss Jones
April
Men of Iron

32. Alphabetizing and dictionary work.

Alphabetize through at least the first three letters of
words. Once this concept is understood, the children
can carry on indefinitely. Although this skill is listed
last, it should be presented early and frequently!

REMEMBER TO REINFORCE LEARNING BY INCLUDING SOME REVIEW
WORDS IN EACH LESSON
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Sample Lesson. -- Suggested activities for the wexk.

1. Review of long vowel sounds.

ri. o D
late gli5be* mean
skate hope heat
space* bold clean
fade cold sphere*

2. Additional words not related to vowel sounds,
but pertinent to daily work.

earth* set* Darien
world* numbers* Ox Ridge
hemisphere* rows*

* Words taken from special lists, math, social studies,
or science.

am= -- Pretest

The teacher should dictate the words, using sentences,

while the child writes just a list of the words.

Example: late We will not arrive late for school. .:- late

Each child should correct his own pretest. The teacher,

using the overhoad projector or chalk board, says each word,

writes it as she says it again (writing each unit of sound as

she says it.) If the child has made an error, he should circle

it, writing it correctly next to the original word. It is

helpful to have the child say the word as he writes it correctly.

The teacher should group the words as they fit patterns, withoat

bringing this to the attention of the class. When all correc

tion has taken place, if no one has remarked about a pattern,

the teacher will then ask why the class thinks she grouped those

particular words together. With very little guidance from the

teacher, the class will soon arrive at the desired generaliza

tions and a discussion follows. Students should then copy into

their notebooks the words they must study for the week.
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1,Euesday, -- Dictation.

The teacher might dictate sentences using some of the

words. They should be repeated several times (at least early

in the year) and broken into phrases after having been read

through once. In dicttion, the children should be aware from

the beginning that handwriting, capitals, and periods are just

a3 important as the spelling words. Correct the dictation with

the children immediately, using the overhead projector or the

chalk board. Let each child circle his errors and correct them.

For additional reinforcement, he should then write correctly the

sentences in which he had errors and turn the paper in so that

the teacher may review his progress.

Wednesday -- Ditto Sheet

A ditto sheet of some kind, perhaps completion sentences

or a crossword puzzle can be given. A reminder to be studying

words missed on Monday would be helpful. The children may work

together as they finish the written work.

Thursday -- Short paragraph dictation.

Before dictating, review what a paragraph is, indentation,

capitalization; and periods.

Example: We live in Darien. Our school is called Ox Ridge.
We learn about our world. We hope to keep our earth clean
for all men.

Again, correct this dictation together, fo]lowing 'Tuesday's

pattern.

Friday -- Final test.

. Dictate words in sentences as the first day. Children

write words in list form. Have papers passed in for teacher

correction and scoring. (TmmndiatP, jf possible.) Then the
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child puts final test records in his book next to his pretest

list.

Follow up by using words in other content areas. Have the

children write stories about topics where they will need these

words. If the words are well chosen, there will be nothing

urtiricji-1 in 1:11,;37-' follow.4pexercises.

Ways to vary the program and make it interesting.

1. Bulletin Board incentives:
a. Tree -- hang apples witb nme of student, and add a star

on the apple for each " hundred" paper.
h. Roll of Honor -- Bulletin board display of perfect papers.
c. Climb the Ladder -- Each "hundred" paper is a rung up the

the ladder. Each child has a name card shaped like
a foot. He moves his card up as he has a perfect
paper.

2. Teacher written letters with planned error to be proofread
and corrected by stuq:nt.

3. Write a story or paragraph using as many of spelling words as
possible.

4. Cmpile lists of opposite words.

5. Contest to find the most words with more than one meaning.

5. Timed contest of scrambled words. (Writing must be legible.)

7. Flash card abbreviations. Number papers, show either side,
abbreviations or full word. Child writes on his paper and
corrects his own.

8. Spelling Baseball -- Two teams, fairly well matched, have
bases, each correct spelling moves everyone one base. Three
outs, or misspellings, and the other team is up. Have child
write the word on the board.

9. Charts -- Large enough to be clearly seen, posted on wall
displaying current difficult words, or words important to
related studies.

10. Teacherprepared paragraph with words all connected. Children
draw lines between the words to make sense out of the para
graph.
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11. Fishing -- Word definitions are yritten on cards and put in
a j.:c'llifish bowl. Student fishes a card out and then must
write the word correctly on the board. This can be a team
game. As word is spelled correctly the "fish" is hung on the
team's line. If "fish" is not spelled correctly, it is
thrown back to be drawn later.

12. Cliildr n who are having an especially difficult time and need
a lowerpaned program, may enjoy a special spelling box or
envelope. After a pretest of needed words, those missed can
be written on small rectangles of colored construction paper.
They can then be used as flash cards -- children working to
gether. As a child proves to the teacher, by writing the
word, that he has mastered it, he can paste it in a special
notebook or on a chart. Be especially sure that words chos,.
for -!he slower child are meaningful to him.

13. There are many variations of spelling bees or relay races.
They are fun, and the children enjoy them. They are truly
worth while only when the words are written, not merely
spoken.

14. Insurance Claim -- Teacher prepares a suitcase full of items.
Pretend the suitcase is lost. The children must list the
items for insurance purposes. As the teacher holds up each
item, the children list it. Each item should be numbered
for ease Df correcting papers: As a writing activity, have
the children write a descriptive paragraph on one of the
items.

15. Pocket words -- Prepare a chart with 26 pockets, one for
each letter of the alphabet. Place words in chart according
to first letter. Students may take words out, use them, and
put them back. This may hold all words studied during the
year, or may be used for an individual child putting in words
with which he is having difficulty. (This has great pos
sibilities for use in practice of alphabetizing.)

Word Lists

The following lists have been prepared to assist the
teacher in choosing words to be included in weekly lessons. No
class could be expected to learn them all. Some are very dif
ficult words, useful only to the more advanced students. Others
are seemingly too simple for many children, but their mastery
is vital to all. There will be repetition from list to list as
words are needed in different content areas. The basic list is
alphabetized. The others, for facility of use, are in probable
order of need.
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One hundred Third Grade Demons

ache develop
across doctor
again does
all right don't
already *early
a7 ways enough
among February
answer forehead
arctic forty
becausc! friend
beginning guess
believe half
break having
built hear
business heard
busy here
can't hour
ceiling instead
choose knew
clothes know
color loose
coming lose
could making
coun'cry many
dear meant

globe
earth
world
sphere
space
hemisphere
continent
ocean
island
river
United States
spices
trade
cargo
explorer
discover
sail
voltage
equator
rays

minute
much
none
often
once
piece
quiet
quite
raise
read
ready
said
says
seems
shoes
since
some
straight
sugar
sure
tear
their
there
though
through

Social Studies Vocabulary
(fin probable orar of use)

south
climate
temperature
Greenland
Lapland
Europe
reindeer
Alaska
Antarctic Circle
'Sahara
desert
drifts
dunes
nomads
camel
burnoose
caravan
oasis
frnit
sandul;orm
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bazaars
Amazon
region
hammock
tent
Arab
irrigate
Koran
Kalahari
Bushmen
dugout
cacao beans
cocoa
machete
South America
blowgun
stream
pepper pot
downstream
hunting

113

tired
today
together
tonight
too
trouble
truly
Tuesday
two
until
used
usually
very
wear
We
week
where
whether
which
whole
women
won't
would
writer
written
wrote

gardening
traveling
trading
afraid
products
thatched
Congo River
Africa
tribe
Arabian
Australda
Gobi
Mongols
yurts
Tropic of Canner
Tropic of Capri
Egypt
Nile River
tributary
fertile
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altitude
Andes
llamas
village
vegetables
fishing
alpacas
terrace
poncho
corral
copper
ore
fiesta

lowlands
barefoot
banana
fishnets
initiation
palm

chief
Arctic Circle
Canada .

Eskimos
frozen
winter
caribou

trail
seals
blubbr
blizzard
shelter
cache
harpoon
missionary
Indians
Switzerland
population
natural

resources

Japan
:(Apanese
Pacific Ocean
earthquakes
volcano
valley
:festival
shrine
Tokyo
kimono
shipyards
silkworms
pearls

transportation Buddhist
communication

Mathematics Vocabulary

numerals pennies pairs products
set grouping Abacus fraction
subset dime addition regions
numbers nickel subtraction measure
empty quarter angle finite
equals half-dollar area infinite
fewer hundred circle multiples
greater thousands curve prime numbers
equivalent addend parallel volume
cardinal comparing radius geometry
numbers equation rectangle graph

digits opposites square symmetrical
expanded remaining triangle parallelogram
counting sum yard sphere
ordinal minus points cylinder
numbers difference inches cube

objects patterns factors lattice
remainders

Animal Life
animals
living
non-living
spiders
insects
fish
invertebrates
vertebrates

Science Vocabulary

amphibians
reptiles
birds
mammals
adapt
environment
interdependent

Plant Life
survive

plants
arid regions
tropical
temperate
arctic
reproduce
soil
moisture
warmth
air
erosion



Science Vocabulary continued --

Atmosphere
atmosphere
earth
gases
wind
space
evaporate)
condense

Earth
space
rotates
axis
IJight
revolves
atmosphere
core
equator
moon
earth
land
water
air
erosion
decay
rocks
ignerms

sedimentary
metamorphic
gravity

Simple Machines
wheels
levers
axles
we
pulleys
ramps
screws

Weather
temperature
air pressure
clouds
moisture
cumulus
cirrus
stratus
nimbus
condensation
precipitation
frost

Stars
rounded
constellations
astronomy
telescope
planetarium
galaxy

Sun
star
heat
light
slanting rays
direct rays
shadows
energy

Moon
astronaut
satellite
craters
eclipse

Light
sun
electricity
fire
energy
refl,otod
transparent
translucent
opaque

Basic Word List

about also ate bay
able always aunt bear
above an away beautiful
absent animal back became
add another bad because
Ccross ant bake become
afraid answer balloon been
after any bank bee
again are bark before
ago arm barn began
air around basket beginning
alone as bat behifid
along ask bath. being

1..1.8
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Basic Word List continued

believe child
belong children
beside chimney
best chin
better Christmas
bird circus
birthday city
blew class
blow clean
ti climb
board clock
boat close
born 0.3 thes
both coat
bou4it cold
box color
brave cook
bread corn
bridge could
bright country
bring county
broke cow
brother crsam
brought cry
build cup
b.,er cut
buy dark
by dear
cage dinner
cake dirt
call dish
came does
camp doing
candy door
cannot done
can't down
cap drank
card dress
care drink
careful dry
careless duck
earxy each
ca.: ear
cauh earn
catch eight
caught elephant
c. nt end
chair even
change ever
charge every
cherry eye
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face
fail
fairy
fall
family
far
farm
fast
fat
father
fear
feed
-feet
fence
few
field
fight
find
fine
finish
fire
first
fish
five
flag
flow
floor
flower
follow
food
foot
for
found
four
forget
Friday
friend
front
full
fur
finny
funniest
game
Virden
germ
glad
goes
gone
grandfather
f.ranciviolOvi r

grass

:grow
.guess

-.band
hard

hear
3u and
'help

hit
_hood
hope
hot
house
lozAdrc,d
hunt
hurry
hurt
ice

I'm
Indian
its
it's
I've
jet
joke
jump

g:tp
kill
kind
kiss
kitchen
knew
knock
land
lake
large
last
late
laugh
lawn
lay
learn
leave
left
leg
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Basic Word List continued

lesson numeral rr.bbit sometime.)
let o'clock race son
letter off rain song
lift often rake soon
light oh reading sorry
line once ready sound
list only really south
listen open remember space
lit or right spell
long outside ring splash
lost own river spoon
loud owl road spring
love pack robe stand
low page rock star
luck pain rode start
mad pair round station
made paper rug stay
mail part safely steps
make parties same stick

sandmean pass still
meat pay sang stood
merry peach says slop
met pen school stole
might pencil seat stories
mine pennies secund storm

Ri$3 people seen stormy
money pick send story
moon picnic sent stove
more picture set straig7lt
morning
most

pie
piece

seven
shall

strap
street

liouth pin share string
move pink should strong
Mr. place shout studies
Ars. plant show summer
much plays sick supper
must please side sure
nap cole sign surely
near pond six surprise
need pony sixth swiftly
nest poor sixty swim
never price Skip table
new prize sky tail
next proud sleep taking
nice pill slowly talking
night pumpkin small tank
nine PuPPY snake tape
noise push snow tea
nose queer soap teacher
nothing quickly someone teeth
number quiet something telephone
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Basic Word List continued

ten took voice why
test tooth wagon window
than town wait winter
thank train wake wi sh
their trick walk won't
then this waited wood
these try warm word
thing turn wash would
think tying watch write
third uncle water written
those under way yard
thought until wear year
through upon week ye sterday
throw use wet ye t
tied using what yours
tir(d) vest where zero
to;: r. r vine which zoo
toe. visit while
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LITERATURE

Introduction

Though it comes last in the Guide and though it contains rela

vively few suggested activities, this section is among the most im

portant. For it is through literature that the language arts curri

culum probably makes its greatest impact on the affective side of

students, on their feelings and imaginations. A teacher can make

no greater contribution to a child's fu:Lure than by helping him to

learn to love to read. This, then, is the goal of the literature

program: to increase students' pleasure in and appreciation of

good books.

The language arts curriculum as a whole is inseparably 'linked to

the reading program, and the link is especially strong between liter-

ature and reading. This Guide, however, makes no attempt to present

the Darien reading program, which is designed in the primary grades

to teach the decoding process and in later years to develop students'

speed and comprehension. The reading program is basically skills

oriented and the literature program basically appreciationoriented.

Thus, the two are different but nevertheless interdependent. Re

search shows that when teachers give g1, eater attention to literature

they improve children's reading skills as well. Moffett (op. cit.)

supports the idea of teaching reading nkills through literature (and

through other subject areas, too). It is for these reasons that

this Guide recommends that the same teacher have a given class for

both reading and the language arts.

The lanstrige arts teacher should make literature a daily part

of her program. Through such torthniquPs as re,Oing s'Ioud, drama-
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tizing, and playing recordings the teacher can make the literature

"lesson" a part of the day children eagerly anticipate. Here, as

in all other parts of the language arts curriculum, the librarian

is the teacher's strongest ally. The teacher knows the students.

The librarian knows good books. As a team they can bring students

and good hooks together.

LITERATURE: Objectives

Attitudes

Tu enjoy reading and being read to

To believe that everyone's reading can be improved

To regard reading as an important source of information

To enjoy reading and listening to poetry

To appreciate non-fiction as well as fiction

To begin to be aware of written drama and the responsibility of
the reader to make it come alive

2o value books, own some, and care for all books intelligently

To enjoy using the school and town libraries

To begin to be selective in reading

To respect the fact that writers' and readers' opinions will differ

To appreciate the importance of reading in order to become better
informed

Understandings

To realize that much information is gained through reading

To understand that much pleasure can be gained through rending and
listening to poetry

To understand that drama has many of the purposes of other litera-
ture tut that its structure depends on its being seen and heard

To understand the value of books and the responsibility of caring
for them
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To recognize the importance of making use of the town and school
libraries for obtaining information and for enjoyment

To be aware of the fact that there is a wide range of excellence
in reading materials and that OW intellectual and aesthetic
tastes are shaped in a large measurc by what we read

To understand the writer's 1-urpose and to judge the value of the
book and the opinions of the author in this light

To understand that through reading one can become better informed

Skills

Tu comprnhnnd equally well when reading or being read to

Tu b3cDme cpmp:Aeut oral:n.nd silent ru^Aing

To develop the skills of concentration and perception in lietening
to matnrials read aloud

To gain in the ability to acquire information from reading and
to recognize main ideas, supporting details, and sequence of
events and to be able to make reasonable inferences

To be able to enjoy reading portry expressively, prhasing not just
by line, but by units of meaning

To be able to distinguish between fiction and nonfiction

To gain in the ability to read drama aloud with expression and to
interpret the experiences and emotions of the characters

To recognize the importance of proper handling of books

To develop the skills necessary for using the school and tov.n
libraries efficiently

To gain competence in learni;)g to select reading materials

To learn to respect an author's point of view even though it may
differ from your own

To be able to read widely to acquire the background necessary for
a well informed person
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Habits

To grow in the to concentrate and understand the material
read aloud

To be able to acquire information and pleasure from reading

To increase °nets ability to read poetry for enjoyment and under-
standing

To grow in the habit of interpreting drama

To develop the habit of respecting and caring for books

To make good use of available libraries

To select the proper reading materials for specific purposes

To respect the opinions of others

To do sufficient reading to be well informed
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Literature, K-3

Literature plays a central role in the primary grades.

Comprehension gained through literature is a major part of learn--

ing. This is true particularly in kindergarten and first grade.

Literature is a source of ideas for children to talk about, wrila

about, and act out. (See activities in Speaking, Writing, and

!,,:Line Out sections.)

I. Teapher reading _aloud -- Before a child learn;; to read, )1e

ac ads to come in contact with the best in literature by being

read to. This listening to good litrature expenda his imagian

ion, opans him up to the, whole world of books, and gives him

paruose for being able to read himaalf. The teacher and the

librariin should _ .'!d large quantities of stories and poems at

this time in a Child' S achoolin, and a good portion of time

should coatjnue to be set aside for reading aloud throughout the

primary years, The adults' reading gives the child a model to

emulate. It shows what good oral reading is like -- how it

recreate:; the storyteller's voice or the voice of the characters,

how it brings out mood, feeling, and meaning, and how it follows

flanctuation cluen. The teacher may also do some oral reading

from the books children read in groups. This helps to change

the pace of reading in the early years, when it may be slow for

children, and again acts au an inspiration to the youngster;:

to develop better phrasing and expression on their own. This

oral reading or reading aloud with the group is of most impor

tance for poetry. It gives the child an example of how to gain

expression and carry over lino endings for meaning and aids in
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the pronunciation of unknown or stre_ic;e wor 6.

Independent reading -- As soon as a child reaches a stage in

the decoding process where he can read indeoerdently, time should

be set aside for him to choose and read library books. The

teacher circulates, helping with selection, cae.-.king level of

difficulty, and conferring for the purpose of stimulating dis

cr2:iions about the books. Children will generally report on

rf-arling onAly to the teacher at conferences or at times to tht.

class as a whole. Ways of checking will depend on the wishes of

the teanher. (See the list of ways to share books found on rag,

137 .) Individual reading records of books completed should be

loq)t for each child either by the teacher or by the child himself.

III. Children reading aloud -- Besides the eacher's reading

aloud, children need to read aloud. Ural reading by the child

not only enables the teacher to know he can say words correctly,

but it enables the child to hear the voice of the writer, to feel

the mood of the passage. It helps him to acquire good phrasing

and expression and hence greater comprehension of the material.

Silent reading should precede oral reading as much as possible.

When a child reads aloud to a group of his classmates, it should

be made an entertaineraudience situation where the reader is

making an effort to be the story teller and tho c:hildven are

listening to hear what the book says.

1:- Choral reading -- Sometimes reading aloud in unison is good

practice and particularly if the teacher joins in. This helps

the children to visualize the relationship between the printed
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page and the spoken word and to improve phrasing and expression

and the ability to use punctuation marks for meaning. It

carries th less able ones along in an inconspicuous manner and

helps to add to their confidence and enjoyment.

V , The tape recorder -- The use of the tape recorder for oral

paotioe is a most worthwhile activity. It arouses interest and

enthusiPurt, helps the child to r'vc-rcome the self-consciousness

of L.:tarinc, Lis own voice, helps him to improw, in his abiltty tc

mlax and enjoy his re4ding and to gain in the skills required

fog-- good or-11 reading.

IT. :deet-tire;-Author Program -- In teaching literature a Meet -t?:

Author Program helps add to th appreciation and understanding

a bock. In From Thoughts to Words by Marlene Glaus, ideas for

developing such a program will be round. Since many authors

in this area, it is often possible to get them to cone to talk

to a class.



LITERATURE IN THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SERIES

Grade 1

Nursery Rhymes
Teter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater
Baa, Baa, Black Sheep
Hey! Diddle, Diddle
JacI: be :amble
Higgledy, Piggledy, My Black Hen
Three Men in a Tab
Hickory, Ddc:fory, Dock
To Market, To Market
I Had a Little Pony
One Misty Moi sty Morning
Sing a Song of SixpPnee
Three Blind Mice
Little Bo-Peep

Poms
Rabbits

- Walter de la 1.1aro
Peckifpigcon - Eleanor Fart-11

A Kite
The Cupboard - Walter de la Mare
The Goblin - Race Fylcman
Shop Windows
Gocd Morning - Muriel Sipe
Five Little SJauirrels
Yiy Valentine - Mary Ctharino Parsons
The House of the ;ouse - Lucy Sprague Mitchell
Rain
Were Go the boats - Robert Louis Stevenson
3p ace Rocket - -Ernice Wells Carlson
Star Wish
The Star
The' Birthday "hill
Weather Through the Year
Politeness
Upon the Leach - Olo Orleans
Oh, the Brave Old Duke of York
Little Charlie Chipmunk
d's the Jumoing Jaywalker - Phyllis McGinley
Clouds
The Day Before April - Mary Carolyn Davies
Bong Bong - Hazolle N. Berkness

1`1.t.9
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Grade 2

Poems
Pet Show - Arthur Guiterman
Bed in Summer - t,.ebert Louis Stevenson
Trees - Sara Coleridge
Chums - Arthur Guiterman
Grasshopper Green - Anonymous
rain Sizes - John Ciardi
Kite Days -Mark Sawyer
I Saw a Ship - Gabriel Setoun
The Silent Snake - Author Unknown
Holding Hands - Lois M. Link
First Snow - Marie Louise Allen
February Twilight - Sara Teasdalo
Mice - Rose Fyleman
Jack Frost - Author Unknown
The Shoe-Maker - Author Unknown
Skyscrapers - Rachel Field
A Boy's Song - James Hogg
The Four Winds - Author Unknown
Bread and Cherries - Walter de la Mare
Three Ships - Translated by Florence Christine Svenson from a

Swedish folk song
The Huntsmen - Walter de la Mare
Vegetables - Rachel Field
The Little Elf - John Kendrick Bangs
What is Pink - Christina G. Rossetti
The Pasture - Robert Frost
A Sign of Spring -- Aben Rexford
The Wires Are So Still and High - Annette Wynne
Some One - Walter de la Mare
Little Talk - Aileen Fisher
The awing - Robert Louis Stevenson
A Dragon Fly - Eleanor Farjeon
The River is a Piece of Slcy - John Ciardi
By The Sea - Marchette Chute
Chanticleer - John Farrar
Do You Know - Ethel M. Viegert
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Grade 3

Descriptive poems

p. 1

57

63

Block City

The Rain Song

Au tumn

75 The Eagle

85 The Brook's Song

143 The r;atorpillar

149 Tho Woodpecker

155 The Secret

161 Je=nny White PA: Johnny
Black

173 A..-floem

179 Bo7.ts Sail on the River

185 A poem

192 Ild Love to be a Fairyts
Child

233 Knowledge

241 The SrAndpiper

265 Cont,implation

Humorous poems

p. 130 Twos

253 Ornithology

271 Tho Owl and the
Pussycat

Ballads

p. 69

Stories

p

Fables

1)

The Shepherd Boy &
The Wolf

113 The Cat & the Farl%t

203 The Lad Who Went
to the North wil:a

27 The Tortoise & the
the Hare

33 The Boy That Cried
Wolf

45

The Wind & the Sun

Thy? lInst Treasure
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Literature. Grades 4-6

In the intermediate grades literature continues to be an

important part of the language arts curriculum. In those grades,

when in many children the excitement of the initial steps in

reading declines, the teacher should make a special effort to

help students find enjoyment in reading, Since children respond

to literature through speaking, writing, and acting out, the

tPacher should consult those sections of this Guide for ideas

for classroom activities.

1. Teacher reading aloud -- The teacher should continue the

practir'e, begun in the primary grades, of reading aloud to

the class. The librarian can assist in this .by reading to

students in the library or by suggesting appropriate "read

aloud" books for the teacher to use. The purposes of read-

ing aloud. may be to provide a good model of oral reading,

to present unfamiliar words in the text, and, above all,

to provide group enjoyment.

Children reading aloud -- Children should be given the oppor-

tunity to read orally to their peers and to younger children.

They can take turns reading stories and poems in the small-

group situation or to the entire class. Ths, material read

should be interesting and unfamiliar to the group, so that

a true entertainer-audience relatiodship is established and

maintained. The reader should have read his material

silently first, and, perhaps, rehc_arsed it orally. If a

child is uncomfortable reading aloud, the teacher should

diagnose his trouble and provide time for individual coach-

ing.

1 32
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ITT. Individual reading -- Now that virtually all the children

have developed the basic skills of reading, they should 1.;

reading and enjoying many books on their own. The teacher.

with the help of the librarian, should constantly encourage

individual reading and do everything possible to help the

children enjoy their reading. Every language arts clasoroom

should have a display of books, book jackets, posters about

books, lists of good books. (Parents often appreciate

having copies of such lists, too.) Children should be givdn

many opportunities to share books with each other. (See

ideas on pages 137 and 138.) Children should have the free-

dom to choose their own books. Lists should be open-ended

hnd flexible, with few dividers as to level and category

If a child chooses a book unsuitable for him, the teacher

or librarian can advise him to choose another.

IV. The types of literature -- In the intermediate grades,

students should begin to distinguish the various types of

literature and,to recognize and understand the aspects and

components of each. These concepts, most of which should not

be taught directly, can be presented through many types of

childr;:nis books. (See "Materials" be

P. Fiction
1. Characterization. The student learns to . . cI

wi:h nhn.vacter
traits

identify various character traits through analysis of
characters and their behavior

understand reasons for changes in behavior
look for similarities and differences in characters

2. Plot. The suudent learns to
identify the conflict in the story
understand that the plot includes events and dialogue
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recognize how the story unfolds through a sequence of
events

recognize the climax of the story
recognize who is telling the story
consider alternative solutions

Theme. The student learns to
become aware that some stories teach a lesson and some

giv.2 insight in life
support his impression of the theme by citing details

of action, description, dialogue, characters,
setting

relate the theme to his own experiences

4. FUting and Mood. The student learns to
1-,c,,gnize setting and mc.od through title, descriptive

words, dialogue, characterization, illustrations
recognize the interrelationship of setting and mood
a.lticipate actions that may result from setting and

mood

B. Poetry (See also pages 89-91.)
J. Riqthm. The student learns .

tLn.t many poems, but not all, have regular patterns of
rhythm

2. Rhyme. The student learns
that many poems, but not all, contain rhyme
that the rhyme usually follows a definite pattern

SIL.,:pe. The student learns
ti:c;,t a poem looks different from prose on a page
thak some poems have regular shapes and some irregulny

shapes
that some poems are shaped to fit their subjects

4. Imagery. The student learns
to 1.,:eognize simile, metaphor, personification,

alliteration, and ononatapoeia
that poets use these figures to help readers partici-

pate in poems and to make poems pleasing, beautiful
and memorable

'/
J.

C. Drama (See also pages 45-50.) The student learns
1. that drama shares many of the components of fiction:

plot, characterization, setting, etc.

2. that dialogue is all-important in drama

3. that stage directions are rtn jmpurLart iris I; of a
dramatic script
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4. that there are various forms of drama (radio plays,
stage plays, TV plays, etc.) and that each has its
advantages and limitations

5. that usually plays are not written to be read but
to be seen and heard

D. Non-fiction. The student learns
1. that non-fiction is factual rather than imaginative

2. that non-fiction is written to inform, to instruct, cr!
to persuade

3. that there are various kinds of non-fiction: personal
accounts, articles, biographies, histories, true
animal stories, etc.

4. that much of this material can be found in magazines
and newspapers or in books such as those used in
science or social studies

5. that a piece of non-fiction usually follows a definite
pattern of organization

It must be emphasized again that few of these concepts

should be taught directly. The emphasis of the elementary

school literature program should be on enjoyment of reading.

Through discussion, however, students can be made aware of

the characteristics of the types of literature.

V. Materials -- Basal readers, or any books containing

abridged selections based on controlled vocabulary lists

are not recommended to be used in the literature program.

Such materials may be retained for use in teaching rnadlni;

skills; on the other hand, literature books (books that

stir the imaginations and emotions of children) can

probably be used more effectively for that purpose. (See

James Moffett, op. cit.)

A. first source of literature books (and of
tapriF:, and film riripn nintId u lit,,ppiJalve) is
the sr:bool 3ibrnry.
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B. THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SERIES contains excellent literature
selections, especially poetry. (See pages 134-136.)

C. Available., in paperback. ate .mnny. *1. tlPs which the class
or small ottps within life' t; las s can road and enjoy.

D. Some publishers (e. g,, Scholastic, Macmillan) have sets
of books, hardcover and paperback, for individualized
reading. Many literature anthologies (as opposed to
basal readers) are available.

F. The librarian can help the teacher use reference books on
rthildren.'s literature such as

Best Books for Children (Bowker Co.)

Books for Elementary School Libraries (H. W.
Wilson (k).)

Children's Catalog (H. W. Wilson Co.)

Horn Book

School Library Ja.vrnal

Bulletin of Center for Children's Books

F. Elementary English, published monthly by the National
Council of Teachers of English, has a regular see tion
on "Books for Children."
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LITERATURE IN THE ROBERTS ENGLISH SERIES

Grade 4

poems

Stopping by Woods on
a Snowy Evening

Noise

The Wind

White Butterflies

The Sea Shell

A Poem

The Old Stone House

Humorous. poems

p. 38 T3.-c. r.nd Chair

100 The Story of Johnny
HeadintheAir

144 The Doze

174 The Frog

215 W Is for Witch

222 The Addressing of Cats

247 The Plaint of the Camel

Descriptive

p. 1

10

17

22

33

52

95

123 My Heartts in the
Highlands

155 The Calf Path

275 The Pigtail

289 Daffodiln

p. 129 r;asey Jones

259 Rebecca

Stories

p. 185 The Travels of a Fox

Myths & Fables

p. 65 The Story of Daphne

84 The Grasshoppev 'Ind the.
Ant
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Der;criptive poems

p. 1 First Sight

7 Buffalo Dusk &
Indian Children

41 Country Trucks

47 What Do We Plant?

95 The Kitten at Play

106 B's the Bus

107 Fumy the Way Differnt
Cars Start

115 I nike to See It Lap
the Miles

155 Sea Fever

174 To a Black Greyhound

262 Spring

Poems with historical settings

13 Eldorado

34 Poem about Pocahontas

161 The Glove and the Lions

197 Lochinvar

243 Abou Ben Adhem

. 279 The Naughty Boy

Songs

p. 21 Pop Goes the Weasel

101 Titwillow

185 A Red, Red Rose

291 The Shepherd to his

135

Love

Humorous poems

p. 53 The Monkeys & the
Crocodile

140 Father William

190 The White Rabbit's Verses

249 A Legend of Lake
Okefinokee

273 The Dog

284 Jonathan Bing Does
Arithmetic

Stories

p. 63 The Sorcerer's Apprentice

125 The Mock Turtle's
Schooling

213 The Boo :ier Firemen's
Fast Sooner Hound
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Grade 6

DesripLv,-;

p. 1 The Runaway

19 Silver

61 Ozymandias

107 Winter

213 Lyonesse

151 In Just Spring

li,.mt; with. historical settings

P 31 Columbus

77 Sand in the Desert of an
Hour. Glass

89 Wilbur Wright & Orville
Wright

132 Ridgeroad Wives &
Prairie Wivcs

235 The Destruction of
Sennacharib

279' Concord Hymn

Humorous poems

p. 50 Limericks

117 Jabberwocky

14.7 The Harbor of Fowey

177 Problem Chi la

263 Adventures of Snabel

Songs

p. 165 Auld Lang Syne

192 Song of the Brown Sea Rat

Prose selections

p. 9 The Conquest of the North
Pole

40 The Vikings Find America

68 The Beginning of Life on
the Earth

96 Daedalus & Icarus

124 Barking Up the Wrong Tree

155 Days at Harrow

184 Lincoln's Second Inauglwal

205 The Trojan Horse

242 Odysseus & Polyphemus

270 A Fatal. Journey
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Ideas for Sharing Books

1. Make an original book jacket. Include a brief sketch of
the author and a brief review of the book.

2. Choose another title for the book. Tell why you think this
is a good title.

3. Write the interesting events of the story in order.

4. Write a different ending to the book or story.

5. Write a character sketch of one of the characters.

6. Write a brief biography of the author.

7. Write a letter to the author about his book.

8. Write a letter to a friend to recommend a -book.

9. Tell about the funniest, most exciting, or saddest part of
the book.

10. Write a poem about the book.

11. Write three special words to describe the book. Tell why
you chose these words.

12. Write some riddles about the book.

13. Make a crossword puzzle using interesting or unusual words
from the book.

14. Make an acrostic using an unusual word or the title of the
book.

15. Make a poster to advertise a book and write a book blurb
to accompany it.

16. Tell about the character you liked best, and tell why you
liked him.

17. Illustrate the most interusLing scene. (This could be done
on an overhead transparency.) Write a brief expinnntion.

18. If the book was not appealing, tell why.

19. Prepare a pantomime about the story.. Arrange to present it
to the class.

20. ft....ke a map or a pictorial time linP for n bistnrionJ bt)(c.

21. Make a thumbnail skech of the book.
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22. Write and draw a rebus for the story,

23. Make a pie plate movie.

24. Plan to tell a story to a nusical accompaniment. (This
could be taped.)

25. Use puppets to retell a story.

26. Tape and"broadcast" a book review to the class.

27. Plan and make a "movie" of the book.

?R. Mnke a poster to advertise the book.

29. Make a ftumic strip about an illoident in the book.

30. Make a diorama about the book.

31. Make a mobile.

32. Dress a character in the story.

The librarian will assist in any of these activities and

can suggest others as well. Students' written comments on

books can be kept on file in the library for other students to

read or ri(;luderi in a library nb.wuletter.
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Acknowledgments

Acting out
activitieo

program

objectives

AavrUsing propaganda

Announnnments, directions
and (writing)

Asking questions

B

Bibliography for teaching
of writing

Books, ideas for
sharing

C

Capi talization

Characterization

Charades

Choral reading

Cinquain, writing

Componing (introalv,tion)

Correspondence

Creative in.tnrpre I, tI ;ion

INDEX

42 -43,

47-50
39-43,
45-50
37-38

22

82

26

93

137-138

64

130

40, 42, 45

D

Dance drama

Debating

124, 32

90-91

9

54,66

42

D (continued)

Definitions and
descript2.ov.:;. (writing)

Dialogue recording

Diaries and journals

Dictation, mechanical
skills through

Dictation

Dirnctis,
giving and following

40

35

142

Discussion
class, small
structured
unstructured

139

72

70

71-72

26

26, 27, 30, 31
group 31

30
30, 31

131-132

41, 46

43

43, 48

Drama

Dramatics, creative

Dramatization

Dramatizing a story

E

Evaluation in personal
writing

Evaluation, proofrnading
and mecllanics

Fiction,
objectives Of relnding

Form of writ';; work

H

, writing

60

57

130

74

90-91
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H (continued)

Handwriting Mechanics of language 64methodology 95-96 proofreading and
objectives 94 evaluation 57recommendations 96
research 95 Mechanical skills through

dictation 70Hrqdings for papers 61
Meet- the- author program 125

I
Monologuing 31, 46

Irdepc.rA(4nt Writjng 60, 69 Mood, setting and 131

Int,-rviewing 32
N

Imagery 131

Newspapers 56Introduction

Newspaper stories, writing 69

Nonsense poems 81
Journals, writlnp, 78, 87 Non- fiction 132

Non-verbal expression 39, 45

Notemaking 66
63

Notes 18, 36, 44, 85, 86Letter writing 62-63,
66

Listening and ijowing
activities 13, 15, 20-22
program 1-17,
objectives 11-12

L]stehi.ng gar%es 1.6 -17

L

Letter forms

0

Objectives, notes on 10

Opinion, offering an 26, 30

Outlining 67, 85-86Literature
activities 123-125
program 123-128, P

129-138
objectives 120-122 Pantomime 47, 45

Literature in the Roberts
Papers, headings for 61English Series 126-128

134-136 Paragraphs 83

Literature, types of 13O Phono1ogy (ii, P.),:.L..!! Thixrlinli
Series)

4Literature
fiction 130

Pic:tura! storie8 qqnon - fiction 132
poetry (see pueLry)

1.3



P (continued)

Plays 45-50 Science experiments and
reports 68

Plot 130
Scribble writing 59

Poems
nonnense 81 Scribe 24
the shape of 79

Sensory experience 81
Poetry (writing) 78, 89, 90-91

in Roberts English Series Setting and mood 131
80, 134-136, 126-123

haiku, tanka and Shadow play 42, 45
cinquain Y)-91

Propaganda (adverlAsing) 22

Proofreading 57, 73

Punctuation 64,71 Show and tell 27

Purpose, statement of. ii Signs and lists

Social studies, discussion
questions for

Quest.iens, askinp: 26 Solo mime

S

141

Shape (of poems) 131

Sharing reading 27-28, 31,
137-158, 57, 70

R

Reading aloud 28, 1/3-J.24, 129

Reading, choral 124

Reading, independent 124, 130

Reading, sharing 57, 137, 138

Recording, tape 32, 125

R000rt writing 55, G6

..porting 32

131

Rolojplaying 40, 42, 43, 46

Roberts Eng3l:01 3-4
syntax in 5-8
literature in J2.6-128,

134-15r,

55

68

47

Spelling
objectives 97-98
program (grade 3) 101-118
research 93 -101
word lists 112-118

Stories
writing
picture

87
59

Story dramatization 43, 48

Story telling 27

Student-centered curriculum 1-2

Summaries, writing 69, 83

Synt-ax (in P.Ilvs Frp..11-nh.
seiPs)

T

Talk, free

144

25
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T (continued)

Talk, purposeful

Talking up

25, 26

activities
objectives

25-28, 33-34
23-24

program 25-28, 29-34

Tanka, writing 9n-91

Tape recording 125

Tape s 32

np: how to 69

Theme 131

Verbal expref3sion 40, 45

Viewing, listeniTIR and
activities 13, 17,20-2
objectives 11-12
program 1.3-17, 19-22

Writing
:Lbtiv:.ti .0

aniqouncements and

book, a
books for ideas
dialogue
diaries and journals
objectives

7Y
77
93
77

78,87
51-52

perscnal 58-60, 74-93
poetry 78-8(', 89, 91
practical 54, 65-74

outside the language
classroom 68-69

program 53-64, 65-93
stories 76, 87

Writing up

Writing up an issue

Written work, form of

67

70

74


